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Hughes officially tomorrow or Saturday and construes the law to require
that balloting shall begin tho second
Tuesday following.
January 24, each house will ballot
separately. If any one should receive
the votes of a majority of the entire
legislature on that day, he would be
formally elected at a joint session
the following day. If no election results on January 24, a joint ballot
will be held dully thereafter until
some one has received a majority of
votes cast.

WHOSEWOm WILL YOU TAKE?
boss-ridde- n,

rum-soake-

SENDS HIS
BUBONIC PLAGUE IN
MESSAGE TO CONGRESS
MANCHURIA SPREADS
Peking, Jan.

12.

Bubonic

plague

Re-ou-

ire

One-Ha-

i

cumbed to the disease.
The Chinese government has apliy Mornlnf Journal Special Leawd Win
pealed to the foreign community for
Washington, Jan. 12.
President assistance in combatting the epidemic
Taft sent to congress today a special and four missionary doctors, one an
message urging the fortification of the American and the others British, have
Panama canal and recommending an volunteered their services.
appropriation of $15,000,000 for the
It was planned to quarantine the
Initiation of the work to be made at railways and the great wall in the
He hope of arresting the spread of tho
the present session of congress.
forwarded with the message a report scourge southward.
of the special army and navy board,
recommending the fortification of tha
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
canal.
The report accompanying the mesWashington, Jan. 12. After spendsage, reduces the estimate of the cost ing
practically the entire day upon it,
of fortification of the canal from
the house today passed the legislaThis reducto $12,475,328.
tive, executive and judicial bill, cartion was reached by a fifteen per cent rying approximately $35,000,000.
amount
of armament army appropriation measure was The
cut In the
rethrough the omission of a battery of ported out of committee. It carries
rifles and four
two
$92,811, 89.
mortars at Batele Point; through &
and greater concentration of the proposed garrison and
through the adoption of similar and
more economical types of quarters
and emplacements.
As modified, the board recommends
that the armament at Panama sha.l
rifles, twelve
consist of eight
rifles
and twenty-fou- r
mortars.
It Is recommended that the permanent garrison in time of peace shall
consist of twelve companies of coast
artillery; four regiments of Infantry;
one battalion of field artillery and one
squadron of cavalry.
NATURAL GAS EXPLOSION
Details for field works for the defense of the locks atid dams have not
WRECKS CROWDED SHOP
been comgjuted.
It-in-

SWEPT STORE

London, Jan. 12.
a. banker, died
wag seventy-eig-

Haron

Swayth-Ht-

ivre

today.
years old.

ht

and Customers Have
'
Narrow Escapes; One Girl
Goes Mad, Bites Rescuer and
Perishes in Flames,

Clerks

He

the first Ity Morning Journal Special Leaned Wire
12. Five
Pa.,
Jan.
was born Decem- ConnellBville,
was the son of the dead p.nd twelve Injured Is the toll of
late Louis Samuel, a watchmaker, of the explosion that today wrecked a
five and ten cent store, destroyed the
Liverpool.
building by five and damaged nine
For more than fifty years he conducted business In London, and until other structures. A score of shop
September, 1909, was head of the gills and a number of customers had
& narrow escapes.
banking firm of Samuel-Montag- u
The explosion blew out the front
Company.
In 1894 he was permitted to as- walls of the building, tearing down
sume the sir names of Samuel Mont- tlephone, telgraph and electric, light
agu nnd was created a baronet, nnd wires, which hung about spluttering
and hampering rescue work. Several
In 1907 he was elevated to the peerclerks and customers wore burled in
age, taking the title of IJaron Swayththe c Uupse of the building and those
ling of Swaythllng, county Southampwho got out, reproted thrilling ex
ton. The baron took a great Interest in advancing Jewish and other periences.
One young woman whose body was
Institutions, and la founding new
later found burned went mad In the
synagogues.
Montagu

Samuel-Montag-

u,

Haron Swaythling,
ber 12, 1832, and
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Issue Statehood Now or
Never, Says Judge Cooley
State Government Under This Constitution Depends Entirely
on the Citizens of the State; Eminent Jurist Declares Rejection of Golden Opportunity Would Be Profound Misfortune and Doom Hope of Statehood for Indefinite Time.

"If we have to make another
appeal to congress w0 shall meet
with tho response that we did
not see fit to take our chance
when we had it, and that noth- lng further will bo done for us.
"A constitution Is a poor place
for experiments.
"Rejection of the constitution
would be profound misfortune.
"Tlio important thing is to
make tho majority for it so over- whelming as to leave no doubt
how New Mexico feels on the
subject of statehood."

sledge-hamm-

Foes of

Massachusetts Senator

Unable to Agree on Man to
Make

the

Race

Against

Present Incumbent.
(Dr Morning Journal Boeclal LniMd Wire
Boston, Jan. 12. The effort of the

democratic members of the legislature
t agree upon some candidate In opposition to Henry Cabot Lodge fallud
t a conference today
but the members were enabled by an informal ballot to give their personal preferences.
Former
Congressman John R.
Thayer, of Worcester, received the
hi'ist votes, although his total was on-!- y
19 out of 96 ballots
cast. The
conference decided that it was useless
to proceed further on
theso lines, and
a regular party caucus was called for
next Monday.
The conference developed a sharp
contest at the start, when an effort
aa made to turn
the affair into a
cnueus and to bind those present to
upport a plank In luHt fall's democrat.
Platform, which pledged the mcm-oiT- g
to vote against Senator Lodge.
There were present 117 out of 121
members of tho minority party of thu
legislature.
When this proposal was mado sev-"members threatened to leave and
nfter several minutes debate the mailer was laid on the table.
The result leaves the democratic
in the legislature far from
"Meed upon any candidate against
Senator Lodgo but the leader express-f- d
a hope that the next few dayi
'uld bring about concerted action.
al

SUCCESSOR TOlUGHES
TO BE CHOSEN JAN,

24

Denver, Jnn. 12. Governor
announced this afternoon that
jne first ballot to choose a successor
the nte United
(states Senator
J'l'Khes would be taken in the legls-"ur- e
January 24. He will notify the
"Kislnture of the death of Senator
8hn-Jfo-

th

'

ENTS
'
TWENTY MEN SLAIN
IN THREE HOUR FIGHT
Rebels Hold Ten Times Their
Number of Rurales at Bay and
Government Forces Finally
Retreat Before Gallant Foe,
(Iljr Mornlnf Jonrnnl

Ppctl

Leased WlroJ

Comstock, Tex.,
Jan. 12. Moro
than 20 men were killed In a desper
ate buttle of Mexleon soldiers and a
mall party of Insurrectos on tho bank
of the Rio Grande opposite this point

I mi

MOM i

,

store after the crash and bit the hands
her.
Another young woman was Identified only by her shoes, which her
The bodies of a
father recognized.
man and of a woman were taken from
the ruins tonight so badly burned that
they have not been Identified.
Workmen who had a natural gas
meter failed to enp the supply plpca
foregoing statements
The
are
and Just as tho porter was instructed
truths voiced by
to plug the pipe, tho explosion came.
W. Cooley, former solicitor genThe porter started toward the cel
of tho United States, and until
lar to obey instructions and has not eral
recently associate Justice of tho susince been seen.
preme court of New Mexico
and
Ada Mitchell sat at a piano nliy- Ing a mUHic score for a customer who judge of the Sixth Judicial district.
Judge Cooley knows the law and
stood at her side. P.oth wero hurled
through a side door and found them the fact. He knows New Mexico, and
he knows the situation. He is a man
selves bruised and bleeding in an
of unimpeachable Integrity, keen InManager Poff said he was standing sight and impartiality.
He has written the Morning JourIn un aisle just after returning from
the cellar when the floor rose and nal the following letter:
When the tossing ceased he Editor Morning Journal:
tossed.
Dear Sir: That an overwhelming
found himself among a wreck of
boxes and counters In the cellar. He majority of the people of New Mexfelt no pain from his cuts and bruises ico desire statehood, and statehood
in the near futuro, seems too clear
and hurried from the place.
to admit of argument.
The most
The cries of Miss Smith, Miss Wag
ner and Miss Mulac could be heard earnest advocates of the adoption of
after all the others in the store had tho proposed constitution are no
been blown or pulled out of the de more zealous in declaring their posibris.
Hundred i f persons stood In tion In this regard than the leaders
the street powerless to answer the of the opposition. On one side we
cries for help from the young women are told that the rejection of the
constitution by tho people of tho teras flames envolped the building.
One girl could be seen running ritory may indefinitely postpone our
frantically back and forth behind a admission to the union of states, and
counter, the flames scorching her on the other hand, that such action
and the smoke blinding her. Several will not even delay the desired
of our hopes.
men ran In at a side door, but the
It Is because I am deeply persuadheat and i:moko was so intense that two
(if them were forced back. One man ed that the former position Is corgroped his way to the end of the rect that I am tempted to write this
counter where the girl was then letter, in the hope that what I say
scorching. Her clothing was burn may reach and Influence some of
ing. As he grasped her by the arms those at least among whom I worked
she screamed and snapped at him like in the Sixth Judicial district. I cannot but feel that every one who disa rabid dog.
Sickened by tho sight and almost passionately reviews the history of
overcome by the heat, the man was New Mexico's struggle for statehood
unable to overcome the insane woman and calmly considers the present situation must inevitably reach the same
and he fled.
In 1808 the nntlonnl con"She bit me," he cried holding up ccneluslon.
a bloodly finger to several who had ventions of both great parties defaintly discerned the struggle through clared unequivocally for Immediate
statehood for New Mexico and Arithe smoke.
zona. In spite of that fact, It was
only by dint of the utmost pressure
Agreement on llsliorlcs Dispute.
Washington, Jan. 12. Thu commis cm the part of the president that tho
sioners for the United Stntes and F.nabllng Art was pnssed In the closCanada, which have been considering ing days of the long session In June,
the fishery regulations, have reached 1910, after a good many people had
a decision.
The Canadian nnd New given op all hope of securing Its pasFoundland government undertake to sage. There was n very manifest dischange the existing regulations to re position In the senate to allow the
move tho objections of the Cnlted bill to die quietly without bringing it
Slates, thus making it unnecessary to to a vote.
I recollect that in May, 1909, dur
call on the board of experts.
of a man who tried to rescue

OT

yesterday,
BODIES STILL BURIED IN
The Insurrectos had only 18 men
and for three hours they held at bay
CINCINNATI FIRE RUINS 75 rurales nnd about 100 Infantry.
When darkness ended Hie fight the
Cincinnati, Jan. 12. Efforts to re Insurrectos hejH the field and the fed
cover the bodies or six men who are eral troops hud withdrawn a couple
supposed to be burled under the ruins of miles to camp. The Insurrectos left
of the Chamber of Commerce build' two hours later for their mountain
lng which ws's destroyed by fire Tut
headquarters fifty miles away, carryday night, wero futile today.
ing their wounded with them.
hours
As more than forty-eigOf tho Insurrectos two were killed
have elapsed since the six men were and seven wounded, E. 8. O'Hielly.
having
cs the correspondent with the insurreclast seen, all hope of their
enped death was abandoned today.
tos, whs slightly wounded.
Twice the rurats charged the In
surgents' position, coming, within 50
IS yards, but each time were repulsed.
SOCIAL
The correspondent counted eighteen
soldiers carried from the field during
the battle.
The return of twenty Insurrectos
who hud been out on a raid saved the
rest of tho bund and prevented what
probably would have been a massacre
of those defending tho rebel camp.
CRIM E
The original party of insurrectos
numbered forty men. They had been
on a raid through tho country south
of Las Vacua, getting horses and recruits. For two days seventy rurales
WHY
SHE
NURSE TELLS
had chased tho band and Tuesday
SUSPECTED MRS. SCHENK night the party went to the river to
water their Jaded horses, thinking
they hud eluded the government
forces,
sorts of conditions and men, some Declares Woman on Trial fo
The next morning, twenty rebels
good and some bad. I have no doubt
started for a ranch ahnut twelve miles
Life
Husband's
on
Attempt
that hepe as elsewhere we shall
to get moro horses. Tho camp of tho
elect unworthy men to
Was Anxious to Break Into Insurrectos wus discovered and sevoffice, but I have sufficient faith In
enty mounted infantrymen were sent
.Society as Wealthy Widow,
tht;. "nteriifncf fvntl Integrity ii'Hhe
ti tha support cf the rurales. When
people of the territory to believe that
they approached the twenty insurreo-to- s
we shall not fall behind our sister
then there, prepared to give them
BpmImI
MorningWlral
Joorasl
states in the wisdom and honesty Dr
a hot reception.
was
12.
Vo.,
Wheeling, W.
Jan.
It
with which we meet the great probTwo of the rebels were set nt work
woman against woman at today's ses pncklng extra ammunition and rifles
lems of state government.
J,
Schenk trial. Alma
on mules.
There is little that is original In slon of n. the
professional nurse, recited
Thu eighteen remaining Insurrectos
the constitution, and It is well that Evans,
her story against Laura took position in a lino drawn across
that Is the ease. A CONSTITUTION on tho stand Hchenk
and the clrcum
Fnnisworth
thu trail of tho advancing soldiers.
IS A POOR PLACE FOR EXPERI
to suspect The firelng began at a distance of
MENTS. So far as I can discover, stances that Influenced her
was poisoning her about 300
Mrs.
Schenk
that
yards. The Insurgents
the members of the convention which
Schenk, who Is now poured a volley from tholr thirty
framed the Instrument were guided husband, John O.
recovered.
three soldiers fell. Thoetalonetuoln
In their work by the experience of almost
It was Miss Evans who attended calibre rifles Into the enemy, and
other slates. Of course It is not Bat
lHfactory In every particular to any Schenk during his Illness and she three sohlierr, fell. The soldiers reone.
No constitution that could be testified on direct examination that plied Willi the Mauser carbines and
love for the tho battle was on.
framed would be. No doubt every Mrs. Schenk had lost her
She testified
After half nn hour's continuous
one of the hundred delegates to tho wealthy pork packer.
that time and again Mrs. Schenk has fighting the federals received reinconvention would bo glad to change Instructed
her that If John died sud forcements from their main body and
It In one or more particulars. It Is
go to his trousers pocket us a charge was made on tho Insurrectos.
a compromise, as every similar In- denly to
breath left his body, to As the federals advanced
the de
strument from tho great federal con soon as the
keys to his safe deposit box fenders of thu pass sent a storm of
take
the
compro
stitution down has been a
family
her before Schenk's
bullets into their ranks, firing coolly
nuse.
it provides tor a state gov- and tell
of tho death.
Tho federals adarid accurately.
ernment similar to those In success knew
Tho state also brought out through vanced a short distance and then reful operation In other common
Dr. Charles O. Clnser of Johns Hop turned to their original position.
wealths, it establishes all necessary
kins university that the first bottle of
The firing continued and one by
checks on the arbitrary exercise ot
him for analysis ono rebels uroppcu rrom the ranks
governmental power, and In my Judg mineral water sent
ment, ITS REJECTION WOULD HE contained threo and six tenths grains either dcud or wounded, until only
of r.rnsenlc to tho half gallon.
working
nliio men remained
their
A PROFOUND
MISFORTUNE.
Miss Evans testified that "dummy" Kims. Again tho soldiers
cbargnd.
I have but two more points upon
bottles of medicine were kept In the this time upproachlng within fifty
which I wish to touch. It is urged
buth room of the snlto occupied by yards of tho gully where the Insurrecwith great vigor that the proposed
Schenk nt tho north Wheeling hospi- tos wr concealed. Not a man gave
constitution Is a bosses' constitution, tal, while the real remedies Riven
wuy, but continued filing deliberately
framed in the interests of the corpo
Schenk wero kept in another part of until the soldiers again
retreated.
rations. As to the first point, I must
building. She mild tho bottles Itolli In churn o and retreats the
confess that the statement seems to the
were placed there as a decoy and that rurales kept their lino in good order
mo to have only an academic Inter
tho accused woman had an opportunity and showed no panln.
est. The character of the men who
to
them. Mrs. Schenk, she
Tho steady fire and good aim of
wrote the cuimlitullon is not an lasuo said,"doctor" gone
Into the hath room tho Insurrectos wero moro than tho
had
In this election.
Discussion of the containing
tho bottles, locked tho door soldiers could stand, and they shrunk
moral or mental equipment of Varl
inside for fifteen min- from closing for a final assault.
ous purty leaders who were delegates and remained
utes.
The battle started at 4:20 o'clock
pertito tho convention Is no mor
The defense, however, apparently and continued steadily until 7:30. Aa
nent to tho Issue now before us than
when It was declared by Dr. darkness approached, the twenty ina discussion of the wool schedule of scored
Hupp, who was put on tho stand late surrectos who had been sent for
Tho (incut Ion Is in
ie Payne tariff bill,
the afternoon, Hint tho medicine In horses, appeared on a neighboring
nut who these men were, but what
room had not been tampered hill at a gallop. Tho bugles ot the sol- they have submitted to us for ap- the
with, and also by cross examination llers blew a retreat and tho federals
proval or rejection.
of Dr. Olascr that a second bottle of
Just how the corporations get any mineral water, tnkin from tlio room fell back about a mllo, whore they
took a stronger position In a shallow
undue advantages from thu constitu- In which Mrs. Schenk had been lockanon. The field was left to tho In- Mr. ed
tion has not been made clear,
tambeen
time
some
'for
had
not
y
suriectors. Tho eighteen rebels had
Dooley once remarked to Mr.
pered with.
successfully held at bay nearly ten
that It was always a good plan
At another time, the witness testito take a crack at a policeman, for fied, Mrs. Hchenk had told her that Imcs their number 'for three hours.
'J'ho Insurrectos burled their dead,
a policeman was always in the way. "John Is too old for me. I want a
cared for tho wounded, packed tholr
On the samo principle, certain gen
young society blood." Sho said the
tlemen would make this an occasion accused had confided to her tiiat equipment, and two hours later startto take a crack at tho corpora- "John was (oo much of a business ed across country for El Hurra, u.
taking a crack at man," to suit her ns sho thought she mountain on which they have entitle
tions because
the corporations is always In or- Wri3 "entitled t" brmik Into society" ImIhmI a stronghold.
Tt".i lioit from Mexlcnn govern
der.
I yield to no one In my on acount of her wealth.
ment sources that a detachment of
Interdesire to see tho s.ueclal
nsiirrectofl had crossed the river and
ests of every kind eliminated from
fired on tho soldier ot the American
thut kind of backstairs participation
side 1m denied by the Insurrectos, who
In politics, which has been so lamentsay that If they wished lo do so, after
ably frequent all over the country In
lie fight sinned It would have been
tho past. The proper regulation of
mpossihlc as the ford, the only crojs-n- g
corporate enterprises Is the most Implace, was literally churned by
portant problem pressing upon us for
lullets
and a man could not havo
quesgreat
these
today,
but
solution
New Mexico will be perhaps,
Iveil to reach the opposite side.
tions must bo dealt with calmly, reatho only state that ever entered
So far ns Is known, only one man
Is
Nothing
Intelligently.
sonably,
American
tho union that provided In lis
roused the river to tho
gained by mere reckless denunciation
organic law that eight hours
side. He was a press correspondent
of corporations in general at all sorts
should constitute a day's labor,
and he did not not do so until two
of Inopportune times.
Laboring men all over the Unit- bourn after tho battle and then under
Not since the days preceding the
over of d;trkni"!. ,
cd States are yet laboring for
civil wur have tho political, economic
The liiHiirroctoa havo a strongly
official recognition along this
nnd social questions confronting the
line, nnd yet they say tho pro- ortlflcd camp In thu mountains and
country been of such
moro than 150 men tinder arms nt
posed constitution Is not pro- To be shut out from
consequence.
lint point. They are well armed and
arcssivc." Every man who earns
our heritage as American citizens nt
lentlfully supplied with ammunition.
his bread by tho sweat of his
such a time Is a calamity, and It Is
brow should volo on tho 21st,
my earnest hops and confident
iovi:itXMr.T ixmrrs
whether he bo socialist, republl- that this condition will last
Ati.MV OCCIPV M1XAG
can, democrat or what nol.
but a few months more.
Mexico City, Jan. 13, Word wna
Artctdii Advocate.
THE IMPORTANT TIIIN'd IH TO
,'cclved nt the war department to- MAKE THE VOTE FOIt THE
ly that General l.liquo had occupied
ON SO LA It HE AND THE
anti-convi-

antl-chll-

INJURED If! FIRE

IS CLAIMED BY DEATH

Judgn Hunt's opponents
are land
owners in the vicinity of Anaconda
Mont., who gay that their lands were
ruined by tho fumes from the Anacou
da smelters.
Judge Hunt was on the district
bench In Montana In 1905 when the
land owners began proceeding for
damages against the smelting com
pany.

pro-visi-

FIVE KILLED; DOZEN

NOTED LONDON BANKER

Washington, Jan. 1!. Charges filed with the senate committee on Judiciary against the confirmation of
Judge William Hunt, now serving as
associate Judge of the court of customs a l peals who was appointed by
President Taft as an additional circuit
Judge for the ninth circuit, for servlcs
on the new commerce court, were tho
subject of an executive hearing

s,

in Manchuria is spreading rapidly.
Estimated That Work Will
Reports received here state that hunof
Trifle
Twelve and dreds
of persons are dying every day
Millions of Dollars; and that the number of fatalities is
lf
increasing.
A French plague expert has sucLess Than First Figures,

DESPERATE BATTLE

M0NTANANS OPPOSE
JUDGE HUNT IN SENATE

trust made, corp
We are told that the constitution cannot be amended. That it is a
saloon keepers in the convention
that there were thirty-tw- o
oration document; that it is
men interested in the boose business; that it is a piece of unadulterated vlllnny, an Inand fifty-si- x
famous document, a betrayal of the people, that it P revents popular rule, puts power into politicians'
hands, is extravagant, reckless and corrupt.
Who says so?
A few extremists among the temperance reople who would defeat any chance for prohibition by
rejecting It; by soreheads; by itinerant agitators spending a few days In New Mexico; by men with perand by persons who, without reading the docusonal grudges, with violent hobbies; by
ment, believe what such men tell them.
On the other hand, we are told that the act Is easy to umend; that It is statesmanlike and as good
as any other state's; that It enables the people to rule; that it cuts out boodllng and extravagance; controls corporations, is economical, Is eane and liberal, impartial and assures a square deal tor all; and
that UPON ITS ADOPTION RESTS THE FATE OF STATEHOOD.
Who says so?
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES Is authoritatively reported to approve It.
THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES has shown Its Intention to approve It by correcting a
which would mean opposition.
THE FORMER SOLICITOR GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES.
w
THE GOVERNOR of New Mexico and former chief Justice.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE of New Mexico, temperance leader and legal authority.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL of New Mexico; members and former members of the supreme court.
THE MOST EMINENT members of the New Mexico bar, regardless of politics.
The LEADERS OF BOTH POLITICAL rAFwTIES.
The rank and file of the republican party, Its territorial chairman, the majority ot tho democratic party and Its recent chairman.
NEW MEXICO'S EDUCATORS, from the superintendent of public Instruction, the president of tho
University of New Mexico, the president of the Agricultural college, tho president of the School of Mines
and down the line.
New Mexico's EMPIRE BUILDERS, her resources developers, her mining operators, irrigation
manufacturers, merchants, business and professional men.
New Mexico's FARMERS, who want more railroads, more Irrigation, better markets, more capital Invested, better roads.
law, tho employers' liability law, the
The WORKINGMEN, who want the eight-hou- r
d
labor law, and the elective corporation commission.
leasing system law, the
The superintendent of the New Mexico Children's Home society, particularly Interested In bettor
'
homes.
The mass of the COMMON PEOTLE of New Mexico who want better business conditions.
The PATRIOTS of New Mexico, including those who have fought for statehood for a generation
or two. American citizens, who want self rule, representation as well as taxation, a voice In'the affairs
of tho United States; the men who havo borno the burden and heat of day In building up New Mexico;
the men who know constitutions and constitutional law.
Tha PLAIN EVERY DAY CITIZEN, who knows on which side his bread is buttered.
MORE THAN NINETY PER CENT of tho members of the convention which frumed the convention.
.
Whoso word will you take?

PRESIDENT

MAJORITY
FOR IT SO OVERWHELMING as to leave no doubt In
anyone's mind how the people of Now
Mexico feel on the subject of statehood. Very respectfully,
AI.FORD W. COOLEY.
Silver City, N. M., Jan. 11, 1911.

Al-fo-

ing a visit to Washington, I had a
conversation on the subject ot statehood with a very prominent official of
the government. In the coursa of
that conversation, he said that he
supposed that there was nothing to
do. In view of the platform pledges,
but to pass ft statehood bill, but that
for his part he regarded such action
as an unfortunate necessity. All of
this only goes to show that If we
think we are going to got statehood
In tho near future, no matter what
we do, we are likely to have nn unpleasant awakening. There is real
and substantial opposition to statehood In the more populous states of
the country. Wo can see It in utterances like that I have mentioned, and
in the attitude of strong and representative publications, like the Outlook, Collier's Weekly and the ReTo say that this
view of Reviews.
feeling Is based on a misapprehension
of conditions is beside the mark.
The fact remains that the opposition is there and may make Itself
felt, should the opportunity arise. If
the constitution is rejected another
convention must bo held, and before
that can be done money to defray
the necessary expenses must be forthcoming.
That will require affirmative legislation, and we shall, In my
Judgment, be In a worse position than
that in which we found ourselves a
year ago. Then wo could call upon
the leaders of both parties to redeem
party pledges, but It we have to
make another appeal it may very
well be that we shall meet with the
response that WE DID NOT SEE
FIT TO TAKE OUR CHANCE
WHEN WE HAD IT, AND THAT
NOTHING
FURTHER WILL BE
DONE FOR US.
I have attempted to sot forth the
situation as 'I see It, but that does
not mean that I should favor state
hood, no matter what sort of funda
mental law was submitted to us for

our approval, Iletter wait Indefinitely for the right to govern ourselves than approve a constitution
under which good government would
be Impossible.
Hut we are not confronted with any such unfortunate
alternative.

I HAVE NO HESITATION
IN
SAYINO THAT UNDER THE PROPOSED CONSTITUTION THE KIND
OK GOVERNMENT WH GET DEPENDS ENTIRELY ON THE CITIZENS OF THE NEW STATE. If the
majority of the voters choose to put
In office corrupt men, or men who
will serve special Interests rather than
the common good, we shall have a
government that will be no credit to
us, but tho fault will be ours and
not tho fault of the constitution. Mr.
Ferguson seems to be very sure that
the people cannot be trusted to elect
honest and competent men. His experience In the affairs of New Mexico
has been far greater than mine, but
I cannot but feel that ho is unduly
cynical.
My briefer experience lends
me to believe that New Mexico, like

every other community contains all

:
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$2.M0 a
exceed
slmll
year, exclusive of the income of any
under (irni'rii! Navarro
parsonage, land granted to or for the
await-Isni!! in ;urr--rn
of the ministry." while that o.
war
minorder
fiom the
further
New Hamphire
ermits a gift to anv
hi
Ksi
r
ister. Colonel
micro with
one church of an income of which
OF
reached Jimtn.x yesterday.
hall not exceed $3,000 a year.
"If It be true that the testatrix had
defied the lavr of New Hampshire by
attempting to give to a single church
,11
the income on a vast sum of money to
be used for all time by it as 'residuary legatee, for th purpose of more
effectually promoting and extendi!) r
the reilaioit of Christian Silence, n
FAMOUS LAWYERS HOLD'
taught by m' what I the legal conPROVISION OF WILL VOID sequences of such a violation of positive law?
Rebels Pay Full Fare on Cap"There Is no umbluuity; the gift is
pura single church for a slns-ltured Train; Foreigners and Contrary to Laws of Both New to
pose. Tht church la to maintain for
Hampshire and Massachu all dm a propaganda of a new and
Not Molestpeculiar form of religious belief.
ed By Troops.
setts Which Limit Bequests There Is no pretense that this endorsement Is for any charitable or arto Religious Organizations,
tistic or educational purpose. Keithi--
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Journal ftpeHiil Leaned TVlrc)
Miliars, Jan. 11. Via Kl Paso,
Jan. IS. The niBln body of the
under Pascnal oroeo, in
about fourteen milea went of here In
B

Mcralnf

the foothills along the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orlvnt Railroad Him. There
are K'O federal tronna here, but the
main body, under Ueneral Navarro,
numbering over l.floo. Is at (luerreru.
nine mill- - distant. Navarro, appar-tntlii awaiting order. An order
wna received
last ninht that the
Orient road movf no more trains until
further notice. Mining men, who delicto! on the road for supplies, are
Indignant, n they claim that there Is
no loud reason why trains should not
run.
Orowo'i recent seizure of a
train wa not serious, he boarding ll
with a handful of men ami went to
Creel for ammunition. He paid full
far for himself and followers.
otherwise, there has been no Interference on hi part with the road.
Arrival through the revolutionary
camp state that the rebel are well
fed and In excellent HpiritM mid look
for nothing but victories. When tht
government force enter th mountains, men familiar with Ui latter
ii tiiiik before which
stala that It
the bravest troop mlKht will hesitate. Every foot of th way la a
1

potential ambuscade. Other insur-rcdo- g
are reported In thp neighborhood of Hon to Tnmas,
above Han
Isldro. Iloth sides are behaving w ith
exemplary forbearance toward foreigners
Hnd
Re.
ports that the Jefe of Moris ami
Oeampo have been executed by the
prununchidns,
are not confirmed
Peons In this district are In a sad
strait and liuiineii(i l oudltlotn Hre
Thi.rf hn not been ft good
erop In four c;ir and corn and
bMna on which they tiubulFt are
at doublp normal price and hard
to get at eny price,' owing to interruption of railroad aervlce.

SUIT TO RESCUECOAL
LANDS IN WASHINGTON

tlf Morntag Journal Iswlml I mamt Vlr)
y
('uncord, N. H., Jan. 12. The
claiiHe In the will of Mrs. Mary
l!ker (i. K'ddy founder of the Thru-tluH lem-t
church, I null nnd void
In the opinion of fi rmer I'nlud Htatea
.Senator William K, Cliundlei, iHanni
Taylor,
of c onrlttuiional and
intern ttlonal laiv et Ueorge Wathln-to- f
rel-diuit-

ii

r

uiilVi fKlty,

and others nccording to

a tati'nunt given will lor publli ation
tonight.
The claue in question provide tor
a gift of about $.'.000,000 to the flrat
Church of Christ, sciential, of l!oa-- b

the 'mother church."
A statute of New Hamjiuhlie,
bcejucat to
church of
more than $3,000 annually, and no
et Mnawichutwelta forbidding mora
than $:','00 annually lire the hauls
of the opinion which wua written by
I'rofeawir Taylor, formeily minister
Itefcrrlng to the reaiduary
to Spain.
clauKu
"null and void." the opinion
n, kunw n t

void gl.t the teafatrix
died Intestate and Its subject matter
nwaed to her next of kin, under the
New llampahire statute of distribution."
In the oloHlng paragraph, the opin
ion advlres the. attorneys for the next
e
of kin that such agreements and
lis they inado with the
and her trunteea In her lifetime
bind tlu m only "to recognize a valid
such provisions of lur lust will as ate
legally val d.
"To that exietil,"
lontiiiucs the
opinion, "you are hound and required
to join with the executor
in requesting the probate court of New Hampshire to admit such will to probate In
solemn form, in order that all Its provisions may prevail so far as they
arc tint forbidden by law.
"After yott have so acted and performed every part of the agreement
oii have entered into, It will lemaln
for the court of equity, federal or
state t" tonmrup the will In order to
determine
whether the residuary
cliume
valid or void,"
i'cahlca former Senator Chandler
and I'rofcsoir Taylor, the signers of
Kell; of
Ihe npluloii pre Attorney
rurlBiiioiiih and Dew (It ('. How e of
Oncord who were noclated with Mr.
Chandler as cnunttl fur the "next
friends" and William I., Chambers, a
lawyer of Washington.
Mr. Chandler, In his letter tu
Taylor, reviews the facts re
garding Mrs. Dddy's will and estate
ilid the "next friend" suit which re
called In Mrs. Kddy's placing a large
sum of money In trunt for her son,
Cieoine w. Clover of Lead, S. I)., and
Ills children.
He then deucrlt.s his
Hiyiiliig the agreement by which the
"next friends" suit was called and
adds:
"Mi. Slreeter. (fieneial Frank P.
iMrecter) of Concord, drew the agreement for my signature. When sinning. I took It for granted that Mrs.
Kddy would ro t. in glvlnir away her
properly, undertake to violate pub-li- e
law.
If I had thought file bud already di hp so, by attempting to create
a eh a nil with mi endowment of two
IiiIIIIoiih oT ii.. Hal x, I should not have
lgn"d."
petition we. a filed In
Later today,
the superior ci. art here by Mr Chandler ami other nturncys, asking the
court for a construction on
Mrs.
Kddy's will, particularly the clause
relating to the residuary estate.
The petitioner also pray for an
Injunction nnint any disposition of
the property in question, pending the
'onsiructb-iof tho residuary clause.
It
aa'd lo be the plan of the attorneys fi r (ieorae w. tilover and Dr. K,
J. Kosiei i'.i'uiy, sous oi Air. Kddy, to
try to have the question regarding the
resldiinrv lenatee transferred from the
superior court to the supreme court
for e decision. No contest lit the
e
expected.
court
In the opinion of Professor Taylor,
the New Hampshire statute Is quote
as follows:
"The announcement of any Kraut or
donation made to or for the use of
the ilnirch shall nm exceed five
l
dollars a year, exclusive of the
one of hiiv paisoiiase land ".ranted to older or for
tho use of the
mlulst rv "
Continuing, the opinion, which is t
long nnd elaborate one, says In part:
"It I difficult to understand how
any one could hnvP ImiiKtned In the
Pii'M'iuc of the posithr proliilol ion of
such slatulcs, thnt a testatrix domiciled In New Hampshire and governed by Its laws, could have made by
lll lo a single church In Massachusetts, governed by Its laws, a sitiMU'
bequest of nearly $2,(100.(100, n sum
nearly twenty times us grist as that
pi i nilte, us n
to any one chun It
by the aw of New Hampshire.
"As ttiut slate was Ihe domicile of
Ihe testratrlx, its law determines in
the first Instance,
cujiaiity to jjlv,.
by will to a particular 'purpose.
As
post-- '
the statutes of New llnlupi-hlrlively forbade the testatrix in mal.
a iiri-a tilt to a slnule ilmrch, ll
Is, of course, void. The rlnht to make
such a rintute and to enforcr It be
loan to New Hampshire alone.
"Moreover, If the bequest were not
vol,) for l.n k of iniwi-- in t lie testatrix
to linl.e It. Mill It would be void by
reason of tin. lark of power on the
art of the leu,. tee, ii Miisshi liuseit
s
corporation to take it
The
statute l much more Severe
than that of New Hampshire, It expressly provides that the "Income of
Kifts, smut,
bequest
and devleis
made to or for ths use of any one
"Ait to Jhe

en-tract-

tent-ratl-

x
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1
HWrii t
Vah Jan.
Judge t'oriii'lius Jlanford tlieei ted today, In the nlted ,tnt.oniti, tliat
n decree be entered by which the title
to coul land in King county, owned
by the Waxhlmstnn
Securities company, be cancelled and restored to the
I'lilted Platen government.
Among those who corrttmxe the
company are J. W. CKb , t. J. Smith.
A. H. Kerry. II. H. rilne and W. IV
Trimble.
All are Wealthy
buttle
men. and ( J. Smith la one of the
('l)tinliiKham, Alak:i, cln m:i lit
The lands Involved In tuday'a de.
arena
cldlon are undevelofied
coul
money
in which lltil
near
haa been expended in do clopment
work. I'utenla. aeeurdlng to the com.
plaint. wre Untied under the llotn"-atea- d
lawa to Individual who entered
ax trecnuHatra after several thniownrt
dollura hud been expended In the development of n coal mine. Thnt the
land wan fltunted In a coul district,
nm ronreded; that the pleti Hdmltted
that it contained workable Vein of
"al und the evidence allowed thnt
the il fi nd. Hit coi'iiunitlon bought It
later a coal land, rclvlim upon the
report of a mining expert n to Its

S attic,'

1

1

mineral
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NOTORIOUS OUTLAW
CAPTURED IN MONTANA
Helena, Mont., Juii.
Jolin
one of two tillered tionlotl'lce
robberd in .'all In lto."iimn, the nil- believe they have "Hutch"
ihoilii
i
Ac
an outhr.v.
crdliig to the pililielliellt or I'lellll
Itciiiler.ion, the fellow
irloner of
linvl. the man i none other than
tho former baiiillt who operated In
.M"Iituna, Wyoming, Ttah and Idaho
ten or twelve yeara ago, tmd who hai
be 'ii reunited a
living
In
South
Amtrica with "Kid" t'uiiy, the cup-tiiland leader of the nam:
l;'--l-
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C,Sit at a table of

pf rsons
on lViday the 13th of the
j

month.

CLet a black cat cross yom
path.

tft

n-- r

tLBreak a mirror.
CWalk under a ladder.

C.And bad Kick won't touch
your buiineu if you advertise
in this paper.
CLTrade ads. know no superstition.
C.H you have goods to cell,
let the ad. do it.
ivtmiM,M,rW.ft.B.
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charity nor art, nor education have
any place in the scheme whatever.
"The testatrix designed to create a
for th
vast perpetual endowment
purpose of 'prnmotiiiij and extending
sa
Science
rellclon of Christian
taliKht by me.' It was just such perpetual endowment In tho hands of a
single church for the propagation of
any form of rligloua laellef that tht
statutes of New Hampshire and Massachusetts designed to make impossible,
Therefore the prohibitions of
these statute fix the at imp of nullity
upon the residuary clause, 1) because the testatrix was forbidden expressly t make such rift: (2) because
waa forbidden expressly
the
to receive such glfta. The legal rethat the residuary
sult Inevitably
clause of the'will la null and void. As
to the void gift, the testatrix died intestate and Its subject matter pass.-- ',
on her death to her next of kin under
the New Hampshlra atatulea of distribution.
"There will be no rlalin made that
the hcira at law of the testatrix ever
saw her will, or a copy of it, prior to
her heirs nor
her death. Neither
their representattva were Informed
as to the contstita prior to that time
They had no rtght to ftbsuine that she
would attempt to make a disposilon
of her property contrary to the express provisions of the statutes of
New Hampshire 'nd Massachusetts.
"If they had been so informed It
would have been Impossible for them
to legalize any such act upon her part
by contract In any form. An heir at
law cannot authorize his ancestor by
any form of contract to make such a
will as the law of the domicile for1

bids."
Th l'tt,f by Mr. Chandler requesting an opinion from Mr. Taylor on the

question whether "the church can
take the legacy under the New llamp-r.hlr- o
law prohibiting such n bequest
to such p church of over $5,000 annually," Is dated at Washington, December 24, 1910. nnd snya In part:
"Prior to ths muklng by Mrs. Eddy of her will on Keptember 13. 1901,
she had taken up the delusion that,
her son fieorne. ha:d become possesses
ed by evil spirits under the Influence1
of what she called malicious animal
magnetism, and bad become hostile
to her and she had declared her In
tention to disinherit him and site had
also gone on to conceive the same delusion concerning her adopted son,
Dr. Foster Kddy, and had kept them
both out of her presence and away
from the city of her residence, an
had allowed to bo expelled Dr. Foster
Kddy from the Christian Science re1

ligious body.
"f give to yon herewith a copy of
a letter from her making the charg-against her son Creorite:
"'Concord, September 22. U01.
"'Dear Student: I see this morning the purpose of the enemy. It
lo hreiik my will nt my defense, !f
thla latter can be iiecompllshed. My
sou In South Dakota Is a doctor
law, nnd M, A. M. will Influence him
to break my will. Now this T en.toi i
Enquire of the best copyon you.
right lawyers out of P.oston you can
find. If I 'nn asslsrn my eopyrlaht of
Silence and Health' und 'Unity of
flood' P1 some one who could hold il
If my will was
broken and never
name this party In my will or nam"
him to whom It I assigned, whichever would make it leuul. Find tills
out ut once and the way of convey-o that If my
a nee of my eopyrlaht
will rhould be disputed or broken.
Ihe publishing of 'Science and Health'
and Tnlty of flood' could go on without hindrance" 1 shall assign the copyright of
these books to one or two perhaps
of my students in equal shares whom
I think has done or will do the best
as publishers and owners of the so
taioks.
'"Do not delay to ask a lawyer or
judge 'f the t'nlted Mates circuit
court all about this question of a leso
uul conveyance: of a copyright,
that the ownership will take place
alter the decease of the present owner. This conveyance to be made outside of a will so that If the will was
broken the assignment would" be valid. In haste affectionately,
" 'M. 11. Q. EDDY.'
" 'He perfectly silent to all but
parties about what I have written. Thp Huston lawyers whom I
have employed are demoralized by M.
A
M. Note this.' "
The Idler from former Senator
Chandler to Professor Taylor
by describing the seclusion In
which Mrs. F.ddy lived and the nature of the Influences about her. on
account of which the letter says:
"Her sons naturally became apprehensive."
The ilei's leading tip to the "next
friends" suit eta then reviewed In dc
tall.
,
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DECLARES KEROSENE KING MUST HAVE INCREASED
WAS GENIUS FOR BUSINESS REVENUE TO MEET CHARGE
Exist-

Er Morning duoraal Sperlul LeaM4 Wire
Washington. Jan. 12. Fighting for
jits life, the .Standard (HI company.
tnrougn its attorneys today argued
before the supreme court of the
United States against the proposed
dissolution of the Standard oil company of New Jersey.
For three hours, John 0. Milburn.
of New York, addressed the conn.
Tomorrow Frank B. Kellogg of Minnesota, will present the government's
side of the controversy.
The arguments will not be finished until Tuesday.
.Mr. Mllhurn'a task was to present
the facta In the case, but ha digressed now and then, to show what aliened wrongs the affirmation of the
dissolution decree of the lower court
would incur.
In his history of chaotic condition
in tho oil business between lS60anl
1&70, due, he said, to an overproduc
tion cf refining capacity, Mr. Milburt
introduced to the court the character
or John IX Rockefeller.
"There was out there In Ctev.
land," ho aald, "a young man In the
early 60's with a small amount of
money which he had saved, who possessed the gift of genius. He had the
genius for business, and there Is a
Kenius for business just as there Is
a genlu for war, or poetry or pnint-inThat man was John D.' Hocke.
feller. He saw that this
of refineries was to be met by
volume of business so as to withstand
the lower profits."
He then told how Rockefeller Billed himself with Andrews, a practical oil refiner, and how with the exercise of Rockefeller genius for business and their consequent good standing among: financiers, they grew
rapidly.
Mr. Milburn dwelt particularly upon the period of acquisition, which,
ho said, closed in 1879, on the trust
agreement of itt!i2 and on the new
arrangement of ownership In 1891.
Acquisitions never had been made,
Mr. Milburn told the court, with an
Ifiti'nt to ' ff'flralir or to monopolise
Interstate ifMo! 'Most of. ther pur
w art- i made,
he said, before
chase
'
-

1879.
"We thought

,

it was only thi
decent thing to do if a man came to
us." said Mr. Milburn. with a proposi
tion to sell out, to buy his plant at
Its appraised value.
()ft"n It was
practically worthier.! and we could
In his
have permitted It to dry-r-

that

hands."
He denied the charges of the gov
ernment that because the Standard
(til had the advantage of alleged
preference during the period of ac
quisition. It should now be punished.
The contracts between the railroads
und the Standard were not In restraint of trade, he contended, "When
viewed in the IlKht of the days In
w hich they were made."
The trust agreement of 1S92, where,
by trtiHtees exchanged their certificates for the stock of the various
"common owners" of Standard Oil
companies, came hi for much attenIn connection therewith. Mr.
tion.
Milburn maintained that the supreme
court of Ohio did not decide that the
"trust" was Illegal, but simply required the Standard Oil company of Ohio
to withdraw from the trust agreement.
Ills extended remarks about the ra.
organization of the Standard oil company of New Jersey In 19, which is
the thing which the decree of the
lower court would undo, was summarized by Justice Hughes.
"The net result.", suggested Justlcs
Hughes, "I that the standard oil
company of New Jersey after 1899
stood In the place of the trustees nnd
those who held the certificates Issued by the trustees, thereafter held th,?
stock of the Standard Oil company of
New Jersey?"
"Precisely," said Mr. Milburn. "It
I
finite simple when you understand
It. You see there wna the same body
of common owners of the property
both before and nftcr 1899."
At this point ho referred to th.
argument of the Standard upon whlclt
It Is pinning Its faith In the present
controversy that the new srrange.
ment of 1S99 did not suppress competition In any way, because the properties before 1899 were not competing,
they being owned by the same persons.

one objection to the decree which
a
that by
Mr. Milburn voiced vv
the Standard Oil company of
New Jersey to give to each of Its
mni-piilln-

stockholders a proportionate share In
each of the corporation whose stock
it held, the small holders of sto( k
would be seriously embarrassed. For
Instance, the man who owned one
share of stuck In the Standard of
would get script for twenty-eigh- t
cents worth of stork In one
company and $2.50 worth In another.
This would not be reasonable, he
,

suggested.

Try a Morning Journal Want
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Then, a Attorney Generexistence.
al Wlckersham acribbled down a note.
Mr. Milburn added:
"From the point of view of value."
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nouncement was made by Judge clem
acting chairman of the Inter
slate commerce commission, at the
conclusion of argument on the east
em rate case today, of v'rie further
suspension of the proposed advances
of rates In official classification ter
ritory from February 1, until March
cuts,

15.

The suspension was made voluntarl
the carriers in order to afford
the commission additional time lo
discuss and consider the problem
presented to ItIt Is probable there will be a simi
lar suspension of tho advance In
rates proposed by
the carrier ,n
western trunk lines territory, offici
al announcement of which will e
made at the arguments of that case
to be heard next week.
In making the announcement Judge
Clements said it was impossible for
the commission fully to consider and
finally to determine the questions
presented In the- - two case prior to
February 1, and that, on suggestion
of the commission, the carriers had
consented to suspend the proposed
rates.
The probability Is thnt a decision
may be reached about March 1, as
soon us a conclusion is reached.
It
will be announced, in order that the
railroads and the shipping public may
adjust themselves to It.
Judge Clements
also
announced
thut sixteen hours would be allowed
by the commission for the argument
of the western trunk line cases, th
arguments to begin Monday morning.
Final statements by counsel for the
carriers, were submitted today. Th'!
burden of the statements was that
the carriers had ahovvn, through an
increase of operating expenses, the ne
cessity for Increased Income, which,
In the circumstances could be ob
talned only through an advance In
ly by

-

freight rates.
In a frank statement of the financial operations of the Italtlmore Sc.
Ohio, Hugh L. Bond, general counsel
showed that In the first six months
of the fiscal year 1911, the system had
sustained a loss In net Income of $2
718,647, wiping out more than half
the surplus of the year 1910.
"The Thiltimore & Ohio," said Mr.
liond, "ia confronted
with a hard
proposition.
We are cutting our ex
penses at every possible point and

have eliminated ull Improvements to
be paid for out of surplus earnings.
We barely skimmed through the fis
cal year of 1910 and I can say the
average of the railroads In our terrl
tory was no better. For 1911 the sit
tuition is far more serious."
"We ought to have enough Income
to maintain our line In accordance
Our source
with modern standards.
of Income Is the rates we charge. Th
rates perhaps ought not to exceed the
face of the service performed, but
they should give a reasonable return
for that service."
In response to the statement of At
torney Walter 1.. Fisher, for the ship
per, that the elimination of rebates
In effect had Increased the rates of
the railroads between thirty and for
ty per cent. F. I. Uoweu, of the Penn
aylvanla. declared that, so far as
those lines were concerned, rehat-had been discontinued in 1900. WhIM
that discontinuance had resulted In
an advance of the commodity rati',
the class rates, on which an advance
now ts proposed hnd not been affect- i
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ship fleet which approached American waters as a technical "enemy'1
on Its homew:ard

voyage

from

cessful.

EGGS ARE EGGS BUT

"The despotism of that old commit
tee on rules, composed of five men
f which the speaker was chairman,
had become Intolerable, and we were
entirely justified In upsetting all the
to
precedents that were ever made
emancipate ourselves, which we did.
"The, question last Monday was an
insignificant squabble,, between ijudge
Fuller of Illinois and 'James R. Mann
of Illinois, both republicans, neither
one an insurgent, each determined to

ISNOTA

HE

B

--

have his own way. Koch one had p
bill thnt he wanted to get up, and
that is all there was to it. There was
no principle Involved whatever.
"By our votes, wa caid that the
speaker's decision was sustained by
the precedents and we also said by
our votes that the matter In controversy was not of sufficient conse
quence to revolutionize the house.
"There Is no Inconsistency what
ever In our votes in March. 1910, and
The speaker can get
last Monday.
all the pleasure out of It he wants,
which Is very little. I think. The ap
peal from his decision was taken by
a rampant republican, Joseph Holt
Oalnc-a- ,
of West Virginia, a standpatter of the standpatters.
'If the democrats had overruled
the speaker by their votes and thus
created a precedent, then in the sixty- congress, the republicans
second
could have used this precedent thus
stablished to rise each day with
various amendments to the rules and
by this conduct prevent any tariff
legislntion of any character."

SID

I!

T HAT

CARTER

BE ELECTED

Momentous Decision

Handed
Down By United States Court
of Customs Appeals Which
Has Wrestled Long.

By MiutiliiK

Wlifl
Eggs are
"ggs. Also a h- n la not a bird. So
says the United States court of customs appeals in a decision which
seems to settle a question which has
muddjed the customs, perplexed the
experts and finally called In tho
zoologists.
Eggs coming from China usually
are broken out of the shells, packed
In tin cans pnd frozen
entered this
dais contended they entered this
country in competition with home
laid eggs and assessed a duty of five
cents a dozen.
The importer said they should lw
free of duty, under, that section of
the taiilT which :uits the eggs of birds
on the free list, and contended tha't,
at most, they were only albumen and
(Jutiahl? as such. Tho full bench of
live justices agreed that tht. claim
that a hen is a bird lacked merit and
thet an eg;? is an egg in the shell or
out of it.
4
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Salt Lake City, Jan. 12.Tne nomination of dcurge Sutherland to serve
a scennd term us UiuU-- States t.i;
ator from Utah was made unanimous
tonight by the republican legislative
caucus.
The nine democrats in the
legislature are said to have organized o. complimentary vote for former
Congressman W. H, King, The two
houses will ballot January IK.
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UTAH REPUBLICANS
UNITED FOR SUTHERLAND

democrats of the house held conferences at which It waa said that money
had been wagered that Carter would
be elected, although no details were
(By Xtnrnlnf Jnurnnl Special Leaked Wire
One speaker nt the confer
called given.
Hombay, Jan. 2.- - Troops,
out today to quell a riot, fired several ence Is said to have declared .that if
volleys Into the crowds, killing eleven any democrat had any idea of voting
he had better
for Senator Carter
and wounding fourteen persons.
abandon It or be prepared to "suffer
Koch year riots mark the celebra
tlon of the Muharram. the first month the consequences."
A democratic whip was appointed
of the Mohammedan year, when trouand arrangements perfected to see
ble Is bound to arise between the
that every democrat waa in his seat
or Othonlox sect, and the
the second great division of Mo- when the balloting begins tomorrow.
Today's vole
showed a general
hammedans.
was arranged tightening of the lines of the deadlock
A great procession
for today to mark the close of the by a reduction of the number of comlist. The vote fol
Muharram festival, but this was pro- plimentary vote
hibited by the police. Rioting hegnn lows:
Carter, republican, 35; Walsh, dem
In large force.
and mobs gathered
The police were stoned and found ocrat. 31; Conard. democrat. 18: seal- ring, 4 democrats and 13 republi
themselves, unable to stop the fighting.
cans. iSecessary for p choice, 61.
Then troops were rushed to lh
II
scene of the fiercest rioting and or
ders were given to tire on the mobs BATTLESHIP FLEET
It Is probable that
many sustained
DEFEATED BY SCOUTS
niitior wounds In addition to the fourteen accounted for.

of Indian City.

Journal Special

Washington,

Montana Democrats Aroused
Over Possibilities of Republican Winning Support From
One of Warring Factions,
H

Wounded, Eleven of the Montana legislature today Iook
cognizance of the rumors of an allegSlain When Soldiers Fire on ed scheme to
United .States
Thomas H. Carter. Just be
Mohammedan Mob in Streets Senator
fore the Joint assembly convened, thej

Connell's Sanitary
50c Dozen

Eggs

Luncheon Brand Preserves, tt. jars 35c
Burnham's Clam Bouillon
25c bottle

s.

a Journal Want Ad: Results

tho

English channel.
A wireless dispatch received nt the
navy department teday from the
"victorious" admiral shows that th;
fleet has passed through Silver Rank
passage of the Winward islands and
is now off the northern coast of the
island of Haytl.
The scouting "exercise." it was announced tn an official statement issued by the navy department today,
"is now regarded us completed, and
the .scouts have been entirely suc-

rules.

Fourteen

Try

m:xsatiox or

The Girl in
the Taxi

Morning Juarmil 8peel.il Leased Wire

Washington, Jan. 12. A statement
outlining the view of the democratic
party in the house as to the meaning
of the recent rules fight, setting forth
the precedent that would have been
set if the democrats had voted to
overrule Speaker Cannon at that time,
was issued today by Representative
Champ Clark the democratic leader
of the house and probable speaker of
the next congress.
The statement follows:
"There is a tompest in a tea pot
about how the democrats voted on
Monday on the question of sustaining
Speaker Cannon's ruling. Some of
the papers have been charging that
the democrats reversed their action
of the nineteenth of March, 1910.
This is an entire mistake. Every
democrat who made speeches on the
proposition
pending on the seven,
teenth, eighteenth and nineteenth of
March, 1910, took particular pains t'J
state that the precedents were in fa
vor of the speakers' ruling on that
occasion and that what we were then
doing was revolutionary In Its char
acter.
"I used this language on that oc
casion. 'There Is no use to mince mat
ters about It. It Is revolution. In
dividually, I em not afraid of revolutions, for people of our blood al
ways revolutionize In the right direc
tion.'
"The difference in the situation is
that In March. 1910, we were fighting
to accomplish i great result, namely,
to liberate the house from the domination of an oligarchy, of five, of
which the speaker was one. In fact
in the slang phrase of the day,, 'he
was it." That was the committee on

I1t Morning Journal Pperln! l.enwd Wire
Helena, Mont., Jan. 12. Democrats

Sh:-ah-

II. WOODS Present

'

i

(By Marnlns Joanutl Special Leased Wire
Washington, Jan. 12. Official an

14th

KXCKKIUNG TILi:

Ma Prlnninlo Invnlvorl In Mnn
Commission Is Told That Balti nu
i imuiJiG iiivvitu in viui
'n
Ohio
and
in
more
Last
Year day's Squabble Whih C ra' '
Supreme Court Battle
ence
Barely Paid Expenses; New
to. Reverse Circuit Court DeOne Was Involved m right 01
Again
Rates
Suspended.
cree of Dissolution,
Last March.

Standard Fighting for

Furthermore he made the statement that the decree would be ruinous to much of the properties becaus
Murdo the companies had no Independent

Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. 12.
Mackenzie, of Trinidad. Colo., wag today
president of the National l.he Slink association, Dwight
It. Heard of Phoenix, Arlx., was elected first vice president ami liovcrno,'
.1. M. Carey id
Wyoming third Ice
pretiilelit. Denver was Selected
the next meeting place.

EXPLAINS DEMOCRATIC
SUPPORT OF UNCLE JOE

JAN.

Washington,
Jan. 12. The scout
ing squadron, under command
of
Rear Admiral Staunton, today com
pleted Its "victory" over the battle.

Sniders Oyster Cocktail
Sauce, 25c bottle

A. J. Ma! oy
214 CENTRAL AVE.
Phone 72.
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Flights in San Francisco on
Doubly Unlucky Friday the
Thirteenth.

No

Ity Morning Journal Rpeclul Leaaed Wlrel
San Francisco, Jan. 12. RaliiB of

the past two days have so mired the
aviation grounds, rendering ascent by
the

both

blrdmen

difficult

and

hazardous, that the aviation committee announced today that there would
be no further attempts to fly before
Saturday.
Tomorrow is Friday, the
thirteenth, and it is understood that
of the aviators declared
several
aKuinst a continuance of the meet
on hoodoo day, even If weather and
ground conditions proved favorable.

RACE RESULTS
At .Tuare.
Spohn,
Juares, Mex.i Jan. 12.
showing sudden Improvement easily
won the Tres Castlllos selling stake at
seven furlongs at Terrazas park today.
He was quoted at 3 to 1 and maklnn
all the pace easily defeated the odds
on favorite Harrlgan by a length. Oru
favorite won. Summary:
First race, 2 year olds, 3 furlonss:
Erfolg won; Queen Ree, second; Skll-lutthird. Time, :3B
Second race, selling, 3 year olds and
up, 6 furlongs: Antigo won; Silk, second; McNally, third. Time, 1:13
Third race, selling 3 year olds and
up, 6 furlongs: Ned Carmack won;
Bellflower,
second; Gunston, third.
e,

6.

Time, 1:14

S.T URNBULL

William U. Armour, owner of the
Toledo club, will act as
The elct!on of both officers was
They were elected for
unanimous.
one year.
After the election, President
n
named a committee to draft a
e
schedule for the 1911 season, which will open on April 12, with
the western clubs appearing on the
eastern fields. It was decided to book
no double headers In the schedule,
although postponed games would be
doubled later In the season. The
playing season, President Chivlngton
announced, probably would
run a
week or so longer than the 1910 season.
,
The club owners decided to have
euch club make four swings around
the circuit Instead of three, thus
breaking up the schedule to three-gam- e
series and giving each club
more games at home.
The plan of arranging a four-tri- p
schedule is an Innovation In baseball,
and especially In the large leagues, as
It has been the custom for euch club
to mako but three trips of the circuit
during the season.
Managers or captains of teams who
permit players under their charge to
burlesque the game wilt be subject to
a fine of llfoo and fifteen days' suspension, without pay, according to a
resolution adopted by the directors.
President Chivlngton has been authorized to indict the penalty for any
infraction of this rule.
The presence of Hugh Jennings,
manager of the Detroit Americans
caused a report .that tho Milwaukee
club Was after Tom Jones, first baseman for Detroit. The report was
not affirmed by Jennings, however,
who Is on his way to California with
his bride.

BASKETBALL

HIE

I0RY

5.

5.

1-

5.

Time, 1:48.

6.

At Tampa.
Tampa, Fla., Jan. 12. rerfect racing conditions contributed to a splendid afternoon's sport at the West Tnm-p- a
course today, three favorites winning.

First race, 5 furlongs: Tally Dip
won; Cull Holland, second; Nora Emma, third. Time, 1:05
Second race. 5 furlongs: Bright
Maiden won; Ben Sand, second; Gilpl-athird. Time, 1:05.
5.

n,

Third race,

about

S

furlongs:

Or-

lando Lady won; Little Dutch, second; Catherine Hampton, third. Time,
:34

5.

Fourth race,

5

1-

furlongs: Bodkin
Annie Nel-o-

on; Big Osage, second;
third. Time, 1:12
.

n.

5.

furlongs: Tony W.
won; Lord Wells, second; Carthago,
Fifth race.

Identifies as Genuine Letters
Which Woman Seeking a

Share in "Lucky" Baldwin
Estate Declared Forgeries.

6

third. Time, 1:19
Sixth race, mllo and seventy yards:
Horace E. won; Syzcgy, second; Sweet
Owen, third. Time, 1:50
1- -t

5.

At Jacksonville.
Jacksonville. Fla., Jan. 12. Leam-ene- e
won the fourth race nt Moncricf
today in a drive by a lead from Nlch
Btoner. Summaries:
First race, 6 furlongs: Peep Over
on; Klmeta Hamilton, second; M.v
on. third.
Time, 1:13
Second race, 6 furlongs: I'm There
won; Allonby, second; Sam Mathews,
5.

third. Time, 1:15.
Third race, 6 2 furlongs: Darling
n; Flanutess, second; Lndy Orml-rnn- t,
third. Time, 1:07
Fourth race, mile: Lemeance won;
Nlch Stoner, second; Billy Vandever,
third. Time, 1:40
FTth race, 6 furlongs: Ida D. won;
fnsnue, second;
Sylvestris,
third.
Time,
Sixth race, mile: Mlnta won; Discontent, second; Amerlcaneer, third.
Time, J; 42.
5.

Journal Special I.ne4 Wll
Los Angeles, Jan. 12. With unexpected celerity, the attorneys
for
Anita Turnbull completed their case
In the Baldwin will contest today and
counsel for the defense Immediately
began their effort to break down the
testimony Introduced to prove that
Miss Turnbull's mother, Mrs. Lillian
Ashley Turnbull, was "Lucky" Baldwin's contract wife.
Their principal witness is James R.
Wood, the Boston private detective,
whom Mrs. Turnbull, during her long
repeatedly
siege upon the stand,

(By Morning

game with a few
A basketball
more trimmings than ordlnprily go
with a contest of that kind, is scheduled to happen at the armory tonight,
the opposing fives being from tho
University of New Mexico and the Al
buquerque high school. In strength
and skill the teams are Well matched
and the contest should prove Interesting and exciting.
Following the game the victors and
the vanquished, joined by the 'varsity
and high school girls, and tho general public, will enjoy a pleasant social dance, with music by a good or- chestra.

PHOENIX MAN OUT TO
BREAK ALL RECORDS
IN HIS KISSEL KAR
Phoenix, Ariz.,' Jan, 12. If there
are any western automobile records
Herrlck, who drove
which Harvey
the Kissel Kar to victory In the third
Los Angeles-Phoeni- x
road race, has
not set down In his little note book
to be broken as soon as he has the
time, they don't amount to much.
Herrlck is out to break every record
in sight and his next is to be that from
Phoenix to Tucson,
established on
New Year's day by the Case car.
The Case made the run and won the
Citizen's cup in four hours and 39
minutes.
Herrlck doesn't say that Is
slow. It's a pretty good time for
the Case. The Kissel ought to d.i
better.
Next week Herrlck and some other
representative of the New State Auto
Aerial company, local agents for the
Kissel, will leave for a tour of southThey will not try to
ern Arizona.
make any fant sime on the way to
Tucson but after his return Herrlck
will know the road and will bo ready
He says
to establish a new record.
h0 Is going to do It without stripping the machine. In fact he won't
"even take the top off.

JOURNAL,

FRIDAY, JANUARY

the Catholic women aroused the Ire
of the men of St. Mary's parish. It
was with meat difficulty that Father
Severln Westhoff dissuaded a few of
the most angry ami hotheaded members of hla flock from wreaking sum-

branded as a traitor
ed his services to her
her out."
Wood, a palsied old man of seventy-tyears, was placed on the stand
wo
and all afternoon he was busy Identifying as Mrs. Turnbull's. the letters
which she previously had branded ns
forgeries, perpetrated by one of his
All the letters
employes In Boston.
were introduced In the trial of Mrs.
Turnbull's former ault against Baldwin for $75,000 damages and some
of them are relied upon by the defense
to controvert Mrs. Turnbull's contention that she married Baldwin In 1891,
by showing that prior to the trial of
the damage suit In 189 she herself
had reepatedly written the declaration that Baldwin had betrayed her
under tho promise of regarding hr
as his daughter.
One of the letters which Wood Identified as having been written to him
by Mrs. Turnbull from San Francisco
July 12, 1893, spoke of the faint hope
she had that Baldwin would marry
her and legitimatize her expected

ly before

that he was a minister of the gospel, acting from the purest motives
and that ho had said nothing nut
absolutely true. All truly great reformers, from Jesus Christ down, had
been misunderstood and persecuted.
Ilut he was one who was not going
to submit to persecution.
He had
advertlaed that he would conduct
meetings In this city for forty days
and he Intended to keep his engage
ment. Moore told him that he did
so at his own risk. Should ho again
preach there was grave doubt whether
centaln Indignant citizens would not
do a few things to him before the
authorities had r.n opportunity to take
legal action against him.
When King left, which was about
6:05 he was still In a defiant mood.
Ills last words to the marshal were
a reiteration of his intention not to
be driven out of Phoenix.
It is evident that after he left the
city hall King experienced a sudden
change, of heart. At 6:30 he was at
the Santa Fe depot. Ho bought
tickets to Prescott for himself and
companion and left on the "Phoenix."
His eloquence did not ring through
tho Third avenue lust evening.
The name of King's companion Is
not known.
Several persons have
told the pollco that they recognized
him as a shell-gam- e
artist who used
to work tho middle, west. One man
said that he saw him plying that
trade a few years ago at a Dakota
land opening.

This letter, introduced In evidence
behalf of the estate, says In part:
"Lucky Baldwin is mighty stingy
where women are cortcerned, everyone says, and If he thought ho could
divorce his wife, who really Is no
wife at all, (I have heard almost anyone can get a divorce In Chicago)
and marry me, to get out of this
scrape for any less, I am almost persuaded he would do It, even though
he should divorce me soon after, Just
to give our child a name. You know.
Mr. Wood, money enn do almost anything, and If he will show me and TRAINS SNOWBOUND
my little Innocent babe kindly consideration and give my baby a legal
name, while I can never love him. I
shall always be grateful to him anJ
IN SIERRAS
let down easy, so to speak.
"He ho succeeded in making a fool
of me, and If he Is cruel as everyonj
knows he can be, he will find me literally Pteel to deal with. If I was Giant Rotaries and Big Force o
a fool to let him get around mo, T
Men Working to Rescue Pass
will shiv him I am no cheap fool. T
shall sue him for two hundred thouengers; Threatened With
sand dollars. If he Is cruel and heartless, as I expect him to be, he w!il
Starvation,
find onfi girl he has ruined his match,
for Hell hath no fury liko a woman
scorned."
Cj Murnlug Journal Special Lcnwd Wire
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 12. With a
force of 200 men and five snow ma
which ura working night and
EVANGELIST IS RUN chines,
day, the Great Northern rullroud is
making every effort to clear the
track for two trains which are tied
up between Illghgute and Fielding,
OUT OF
Mont., since Sunday.
Although con
trary reports have been received from
towns along the lino that the pas
sengers are without provisions, Super- on

T

01

Intomlcnt

Brown of Spokane
Itinerant Preacher Forced to says the trains are well supplied with
Leave Phoenix for Insulting eatable.
.'Xn I'ANMKNIiKICH l!N
Women and Attacking Every
OF 8TAUVATIOX
I.N:r,lt
thing and Everybody.
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 12. Alarm Is
Special Correspondence to Morning Joarna!
Phoenix, Ariz.. Jan. 11. Acting

K.

L.

felt by railroad officials for the safety
of the pussengers and crew of Ore.it
Northern train No. s, "The oregon- iun, and tho crew of fast mnll No.
2, stalled In the snow near Fielding,
Mont. It Is estimated that there are
more thnn fifty persons on tho two
trains. There la no diner on either
train.
The trains have been stalled since
Monday. A binding snow storm has
raged for four days.

upon the advice of Marshal Moore and
to save himself from physical violence
at the hands of outraged citizens, the
honor of whose wives and daughters
he had publicly attacked In the vilest
manner, "Itev." King, who advertised
Evangehimself as the
list" and as the "Luther of Canada,"
left hurriedly last evening for Pres-cot- t.
He was accompanied by a com- CKNTIIAIj
WKSTF.HX
panion and booster of herculean phyPACIFIC LINKS IlLOCKFB.
Is
belloved
sical proportions whom he
Bacrftmcnto,
Cal., Jan. 12. The
to retain as a bodyguard.
east and westbound overland trains
For more than a week King had of the Southern Pacific and Western
Sox Piirx'luuiA Fielder.
preached at tho Third avenu theater, Paclflo railroads were stalled today
Chicago, Jan. 12. Hugh Jennings, violently
attacking all established
manager of the Detroit American churches, particularly the Catholic, and tonight and the lines of comdestroyed in the Sierras
club,
today
league baseball
announced He claimed to be an excommunicated munication
during
of the
heaviest sr"v
that President OomlNkey of the Chi- Jesuit priest but that statement Is storms one bllzzarfla
and
that has fagS
cago American league club had pur- much doubted by Catholics who heard
twenty years.
Hy ftint of n.uil
chased Outfielder Mclntyre from De- him. They say that hla Ignorance of in
work the Southern Pacific overland
troit for $2500.
Is
ceremonies
Catholic doctrine and
trains, Nos. 1 and 3, aided by giant
laughable and they do not think lie rotary
snowpiowi, succeeded
In
Conley and 1W on Mabiml.
religious
was ever a member of that
d
Kansas City, Jan. 12. Frankle denomination. King eaid that he had forcing their way through the
passes of tho Sierras and
Conley of Kenosha, Wis.., was match- been exnmmunlcated because he reed tonight to fight Tommy Dixon, ctt fused to assist the other priests In reached Sacramento at 6 o'clock this
ten rounds her" maintaining their system of hood- afternoon.
Memphis, Tenn.,
The eastbound overland trains of
January 23. They will weigh In at winking the public and preying upon
tho Southern Pacific, which left San
121 pounds.
Ignorant, credulous parishioners.
All Frnnclnco today, are being held at
Catholic prlesls ho denounced as Truckee, and the westbound
pas
Gnssle Wilson Too Mow.
thieves and grafters. In facts much sengcr and mall trains will be held
e
Johnny
12.
Cleveland, Jan.
were used by the
stronger
words
nt Sparks. According to the officials
defeated Oussl,"
of Cleveland,
evangelist.
of the roads, every available plow has
Wilson, a Buffalo featherweight In a
Congregn-tlonaliKtMethodists,
Catholics,
been utllle.nl and It is expected that
ten round bout tonight. Ktlmane w.ns
Baptists,
Presbyterians, the blockade will b0 lifted by noon
too fast for his opponent.
Episcopalians, Unitarians and Chris- tomorrow.
tian Sclentlnts were all vigorously deOn the western raclflc lines the
Aviation Meet at Fort Worth.
nounced by .King. The languagte he
Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. 12. Brac- used, say those who heard him, of- snmo conditions exist. Westbound
passenger train No. 1, which should
miles
ing a gusty wind of twenty-fiv- e
ten exceeded the bounds of decency
an hour Holand O. Garros In a Bier-l- and propriety. It was not until he have reached Sacramento this nfter-noo- n
n
nt 4 o'clock, was held at
monoplane, opened Fort Worth'
attacked the honor of church women,
owing to the Impassable condiaviation meet today by making h liowover, that action was
totaken
tion of tho Feather river canyon.
twenty minute aerial voyage over the ward his siippri'SHlon.
Fnstbound overland train No. 4 Is
suburbs of Fort Worth.
King made derogatory statements re. held
at Beld.n.
gardlng the purity and virtue of all
Uolmont.
Jockey Club
women but the Catollo womchurch
Canadian Ilo- - liurncil.
New York, Jan. 12, August
en received particularly severe, cenLethbrldge, Alberta, Jan, 11. Tho
was
chairman of th sure. In fact niost of King's
attacks Balmoral hotel wa destroyed by flru
board of stewards of tho Jockey club were upon tho Catholic. All churchtoday. A number of guest had nnr-rotoday at the annual meeting.
es were had but the Catholic was
escapes, with the. temperature ut
particularly undesirable.
twenty
below Hero. Loss $75,000.
Try a Journal Want Ad, Result3 The tutemenls King mud about

Al

snow-blocke-

Kl!-ban-
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AMERICAN

BASEBALL
ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT CHEVINGT0N

Por-tol-

ta

Chicago, Jan. 12. Thomas M.Chiv-lnto- n
was
preald.-n- t
of the
Amerionn Baseball association at the
annual meeting; today.
He also will serve as secretary and
treasurer of the orgunUatlon, while

13, 1911.

TAFT RENEWS PLEA
FOR

Statement Ledger and System

RAR1NY

I

mary vengeance upon the Itinerant
evangelist,
lie advised them to appeal to the city authorities to have
IN CONGRESS
King run out of town as a public
There was some talk of
nuisance.
having him arrested on a charge of
libel or slander but It was found
that no one can be arrested upon LUNDS L0NGW0RTH BILL
such a charge In this territory unless
FOR TARIFF COMMISSION
the statement upon which It is bused
be printed and published.
Several citizens mentioned the mat,
ter to Mayor Christy, who Is an Characterizes It as Concilia
ardent Methodist. Like the others, he
tory Measure Embodying All
was not disponed to Interfere with
King until he began to make slanderous remurks about tho women of Essential Features Necessary
Phoenix. The mayor was Informed of
to Make Body Effective.
King's attacks upon women yester
day and he Immediately gave Mashal
Mooro Instructions to tell King to (By Morning Journal Hprrhil
Wlrr
Iie4
leave town.
Washington, Jan. 12.
Scientific
An officer was sent to notify King progress was made today for the creato report to the police station. Shorttion of a permanent tariff commis-

six o'clock he did so, ac
companied by a big fellow who came
to Phoenix with him and who hud
remained constantly ut hla side.
The marshal hud a long talk with
King and the evangelist' henceman.
Both were highly Indignant that anywho had pledg- one should presume to object to the
and then "sold remarks King had made. King said

child.

Fourth race, Tres Castlllos Bellini?
stake, 3 year olds and up, 7 furlong:
Bpohn won; Harrlgan, second; General Marchmont, third. Time, 1:25
Fifth race, selling, 3 year olds, 5 Rah Rah Boys and the High
furlongs: Cat won; Mocklcr. secSchool Lads Scheduled to
ond; Dubois, third. Time, 1:06
Sixth race, 4 year olds and up, 1
Contest for Supremacy of
miles: Buna won; Little Marchmont, second; Colonel Uronston, third.
'Court Tonight,
At Emeryville.
Oakland, Cal.. Jan. 12. The sport
at Kmeryvlllo today" was marred by
accidents, favorites falling In the first
two races. While runntng prominently In the opening event, Donovan, tho
slipped In the sloppy
first choice
going and went down, Klrschbaum
escaping Injury. La Onzadora was
an odds on choice for the 2 year old
even, but was bumped into at tho
start and fell. J. Mclntyre was stunned, but soon revived.
First race, 6 furlongs: Judge Hensecond;
derson won; Swagerlator,
Faneull Hall, third. Time, 1:10.
Second race, 3 furlongs: Two year
olds: MIUo won; Acquln, second; Billy
Time, :37.
Hancock, third.
Third race, mile: Mlchnel Ange'o
won; Edymlon II., second; Captain
Burnett, third. Time, 1:44.
Fourth race, 5 2 furlongs: Daddy
Glp won; Jim Basey,
second; Roy
Junior, third. Time, 1:07
Fifth race, mile and seventy yards:
J. C. Clem won; Onata, second; Jim
Cafferata, third. Time, 1:4 8.
Sixth race, mile and seventy yards:
Wine Berry won; Camera, second;
Lady McNally, third. Time, 1:49
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Phone us and our representative will gladly call and explain the
many advantage of this sysl em.
Mull orders or enquiries given special attention. Phone 824.

sion.
Not only did President Taft, in an
address at the banquet of the na
tional tariff commission, openly enCo.
dorse the Longworth bill. chnractr-lislii- g
It o
a "conciliatory measure,
THE NEW MEXICO HOUSE
embodying all the Important features
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Phone 924
that are necessary to make the commission effective, but early today he
summoned the republican members
of the ways and means committee
to the White House and urged them
Just Received a Fresh Line of
to hnrmonlw) their difference.
PACKAGE
The president renewed hi plea for BLUE JAY CORN and BUNION PLASTERS, 15c
harmony In his address tonight, declaring that he was most anxious to
avoid the failure of tariff commisBlue; Front.
117 W. Central.
sion legislation at the present session
because of any difference us to details. He declared that he would not
mention "the bill that bear the name
American Wock,
of the Ohio congressman," except that
"Th Ohl Uood
Orrlllo 1 .11111
it Beemed to him "to constitute a very
Gallup Lump"
MILL WOOD
well drawn compromise upon all the
KIXOIIXG9
rhoue ft
diffe rences of detail that have existed
"Not
Cheap Coal at a Cheap
between tho supporters of various
"Hut the llcst Coal at
Fair Price."
measures."
COKE
BHICK
The Longworth bill, referred to by
the president, according to Its author,
Is an Incorporation of salient features
manaKenieiit t.lso cime In for con
In the Lenroot and tho Ooode bills of
demntion by Mr. Btone.
the house and of the La Follette and
"There will be a change In public
the Boverldge bills of the senate. It
opinion if Homethlngr t not done for
provide for Inquisitorial powers for
the railroads of the country," he said.
the tariff commission as well as the
safeguarding of Information obtulned.
"The road need money for develop-mer- it
und Improvements and to meet
The national tariff commlsn!on asmodern requirements exclusive of the
sociation enrly today endorsed the
Increase. In wua.es,
Home of the best
Longworth bill In a resolution sent
munuged roiulw will be seriously afdemnndlng
immediate
to congress,
fected unless they get relief."
tariff commission legislation, and It
Humuel (lotnpers, president c'f th
was In amplification largely of the
American Federation of Labor, said:
resolution that President Taft spoke
"Mpeuking of the trust question
tonight. Tim association had dc-- ..
from the Viewpoint of the wago
clared for a tariff commission whose
earner a distinguished from the posipowers and functions should be SIMPLY OLD TIME TASK
tion of tv cltlxen to u makes very litanalogous to those of the Interstate
DRIVING UNDER NEW NAME tle' difference whether the wealth I
commerce commission.
In the hands rf Individual
or com"You do not desire," said Pfesl
binations of iiullvblij-- t
dent Taft, "If I understand your pres.
crVo yet ef
"In response I
men should This is Opinion of John Mitchell
ent resolutions, that
fective demund
Ax tariff rates or recommend rates to
..10 t.n.pi, legisConcurred in By Grand Chief lation was nHked or the federal govbe fixed. You desire only that they
ernment to curb the avarice, greed
should furnish tho correct informaStone of Locomotive Engln and power of the trusts and It wa
tion upon which the body conKtitu-tlonnll- y
found In the Sherman anti-truact.
charged with fixing tariff,
eers Brotherhood.
"I am free to say I look askanc
rates may properly act, so that the
legislation
on that species of
at the
public may have the truth from the
tnrlff commission, and thnn advise lllf Hunting Journal Special lnnd Wire time. The results of that law w
Itself how congreHS shall have ncted
New York, Jan. 11 Unuunllfled know fairly well."
with respect to that truthful presendisapproval
of the bonus system of
BANKER FOUND SELF
tation of promises for Its action.
'
by
pnvliu:
employes
was e;;pr"-eioppose
who
the
are
those
"There
SLAIN IN COAL SHED
existing tariff and criticises It se- lenders today betora the National
verely. There are those who uphold Clvlo Federation.
It as a fair measure on the whole.
"Itfl simply the same old lank drive,
Colfax, Wash., Jan. IS. John
Now It seems to me that both may
system under a new name," deing
tho
vice persldent of Nt. John State
logically and properly support
clared John Mitchell, former presi- bunk, committed suicide by shooting
creation of a commission.
"I am not one of those who expect dent of tho United Mine Workers of himself through the head with a
Mr, Terhune'a two sons,
revolver.
that the tariff commission Is going America.
Warren H. Stone, crand chief of the Harry and Hugh, who are cashier and
to reform the whole situation in such
a way that 'e are to receive from Intel national Hrotherhood of Loco- assistant cnahler of tho bank found
them with methcmutleul certainty the motive Engineers, said the rellroads a note on the banker's desk which
e their father
had written stating he
exact difference In the cost of pro- had tried the system, found It a
Intended to kill himself and that hi
and promptly abandoned It.
duction here and abroad, or other
The bonus project was brouRht up body would bu found In the coal shed
circumstances that are useful In
for discussion by the address of II, at the rear of the bnnk. No euuse
framing a tariff bill.
Ho was ttlven or in known for hi act. He
"But I do hope If th0 bill passes, L. Clantt an Industrial expert.
tho results of the labors of the com- produced charts which he said would leave a widow and two Bona.
mission will be such that the con- show that factory girls, previously Inllari.K.ii to I'ly Aitohh Isthmus,
gress will have sufficient Information efficient had been trained to h hlh
New York, Jun. 12. Clifford
II.
to reach a general average of fair- efficiency by mean of rewards. Mr'.
atHarmon, millionaire aviator, tonight
promptly
ness and justice and that the people Stone, who followed,
will have a reliable means of judging tacked the theory, relating; instance returned from Kurope, determined to
fly across the Isthmus of Patiuma In
of tho correctness of tho action of from his own experience as a locomocongress.
tive enstliieer to show that poor work, his biplane.
While In France l.u bought a new
"Tho present tariff bonrd I work- not Rood good work, was tho result
machine with ft seventy home-powing well, but It Is dependent wholly of the system.
The declaration of Louis II. llran-del- s Onome engine, Th0 flight Will t
on executive order and appropriation.
before tho Interstate commerce itiiulu from the deck of a steamship
It should be made permanent In some
could, be and Is scheduled to take place In
form, so that any congress which may commission that million
by proper March,
desire to avoid the useful source of suved by the railroad
Information which It will furnish,
shall have to take the responsibility
of repealing tho law."
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Decision Reached for Favorable
Report to House on Bill Retiring Explorer With. Rank
and Pay of Rear Admiral.

Houmi at Eait Lai Vega,
N. M.i
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
dnl LMMd Wlrl
(Or Morning Journal
Washington, Jan. 12 Captain Hob-eCapital and Surplus, $100,000
K. Peary, Arctic explorer, today
wna formerly approved by a sub-coALLOWED ON SAVINGS
mittee of tho houso committee on na
val affairs,
at an executive
Th
meeting from which the two princi
1'eary,
pal opponents of Captain
M,.r Hoberts and Macon, were ab
A
sent, adopted a favorable report lo
CAPITAL AM KCItriX'8, 8200,000 00
on
inn,
uiu naies
the full committee
Officer ik DIitcum-- ;
which extends the thanks of congress 8OLOM0N LUNA,
VP. 8. PTRICKLER
H. M. MKRRIl.
tint
to Peary and retires him with
AKSt. CuhUr
Cashier
and
Pruldsnt
engineer
rank of rear admiral In Hie
A. HTJUBEIX
M. DOUOHEHTT ..
C. BALDRIDOI
J.
II.
corps of tho navy.
MclNTOSH
WM.
BLACKWELL
A.
II.
KELLY
M.
W.
n
Captain Peary now Is rirty-mrevon ra lil and the action. If approved
by tho full committee and agreed to
by th0 senate, will place hint Immediately upon the retired list with about
the same pay $0,000 n he Is.
ns cuntaln on the active list.
will arouse
Tho report probably
lively discussion in tho house.
SL
N.
rt
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Oak and Maple Polished Flooring
Builders' Supplies

Albuquerque Lumber Co., 423
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

What Prominent Albuquerque
Men Think of the Constitution
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WALLACE

Charleston had arrived. The Rev. F.
H. Rurron of Elkins, conducted the
service. The church wa filled and
not half of the people were able to
get In. They walked the street outFU
L
side and waited for the start to the
cemetery. When the funeral scrvlco
wu ever the procession formed again
end proceeded to Maplewood cemetery.
the magnificent
Former Albuquerque Man, for Mtute ItnntlUdbythrough
the house of tho senaForty-On- e
Years Friend of tor. A special train wa made up to
tke the townspeople to the cen.c-terDeceased Senator Gives Par"At the grave the service
were
ticulars of Final Services.
conducted by tho Elkins lodge of Mason.
Senator Elkins wn a prominent member of that order and tho
Ira M. Bond, for forty.one years a family permitted the lodge to bury
friend of the late Senator Elkins, now their member with Maonlc honors.
Thn hMlv wn bild away In a solid
noway.! tr corresponin Huwiiivy
dent at Washington, was one of tha bronze casket. This was eniased In
an armor plnte box of great weight
New Mexico men who attended tho and
both were hermetically sealed.
funeral at Elkins. W. Va. Mr. ISond,
"No ruch floral display has ever
who was formerly a resident of A- been seen t a funeral In thia state.
lbuquerque, writes the following
g The orferltiKS came by
the hundred
details of the final tributes The grave and the ground for yards
paid to the man who wa nearly all around It were turned Into a verll-- a
his life a staunch friend of this terbio wilderness of flower. From the
ritory:
president of the United States to
"West Virginia paid Its last tribute th humblest neighbor of the deod
to the memory of it honored senator senator cam the blossoms.
and laid his body to rest in the soil
"When the last words had been
of the state to whose services he spoken and the last flower dropped
gave the best year of his long and on the grave the ureat throng silentuseful life. Thousands of people gath- ly withdrew. The member of the
ered In the little mnunuin town. family were driven to the train for
3.' h felt he founded,
and which bear Washington. The congressional party
his name, to show their love for their walked to the cars, and at 1;30 o'clock
ff.trw-eltlre- n
and
their nelnhhnr. started huh In for the national capital.
Mournfully they followed the body t i A few minutes later the train with
the church, where funeral services the governor and his party started
were held, and tearfully they filed bv buck to Charleston.
the flower-banke- d
bier which held
"Tho services here today at the
the last of their old and good friend. church and at the grave were remark"And the nation which Senator
ably simple. Rut for the presence of
served so conspicuously sent
the distliiKuivhed state and national
dixtlnguished body of mo to Join officials, the funeral would have been
West Virginia in mourning 'he 'dmttt no different than Ihat of any other
of the favorite son of the sti.te. SenaWest Virginian.
tor and representatives with whom
"This was In accordance with the
the dead statesman worked for sinteen senator's wishes, he did not want n
year gatherd around the coffin with state funeral held In the sennle
West Vir- chambers, such as hla associates
0 common lcdlng of Iocs
ginia sent its governor, the members would have liked to have accorded s
of the supreme court, and a host of faithful and honored a colleague.
Ft lite officials to attend the funeral.
"The funeral party left Washington
They came on a special train from at night over the Baltimore
Ohio
Charleston. The mayor of Elkins aboard a palatial train of seven coachnnd the members of the city council es. The body rested on a catafalque
were present In a body and about in the drawing room of the private
4,000 (itlsn of the town were there. car of Vii President Potter of the
No on stayed behind who wh able Baltimore A Ohio railroad. Tanked
to leave his home.
around It were scores of floral de"At s:30 o'clock the special train sign, those setn by President and
from Washington arrived at Elkins Mr. Tuft belli at the head of the
bearing the fuimral party. More than casket while that of Vice President
5,000 people were at the station, and and Mr. Sherman was at the foot.
tood In alienee as the train came to
"Tho car would not hold half the
a standstill.
They remained at the flower and ),any of them were car
little station until Just before 10 rled In the baggage car. Just ahead
o'clock, when the casket waa removed of the funeral car was that of Chairand the long procemion started for man Oscar G. Murray of the board of
the Pavl Memorial church, only a directors of the Raltlmore A Ohio,
v
MT.
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HESSELDEN.

SAFE DYNAMITED; COIN
AND JEWELS THE SWAG
,

By Explosion;

one-four-

Chairman Publicity Committee,
Statehood League, Albuquerque, N. M.
Hear sir: I am In favor of the constitution presented to the people of Now Mexico, because I
think It Is above the average of state constitution and satisfactory to the average voter, and Is comparatively easy to amend If the people Bo dnslre.
I am In favor of the constitution, because It put the county officers on a aalory which la reasonable
Instead of giving them fees which amount to more than the United States aenator receive.
I am also In favor of It, because It gives the state officer and Judges a reasonable salary, and It
ha always been my belief since I came to the United States, that state officials, and especially Judge.
wer underpaid and It wa unreasonable to expect the best talent to take these office at the salaries
Which are usually paid them.
i
Again, I am In favor of the constitution because I do not think the constitution amounts to a
much In the government of a state a a great many people Imagine. I THINK THE GOVERNMENT
OF A STATE DEPENDS MORE UPON THE PEOPLE CASTING THEIR VOTES, ATTENDING
ELECTIONS and primaries and giving the expression of tTiclr views In that manner, than In a constitution of whatever character.
Again, because I think that If we become a state and have a couple of senators and representative at Washington, people In the east will flnd out that we are In the United State and not in eome
foreign land, a a great many people In the east now Imagine.
Again, I think statehood will glv us a start to our own best development. During Mr. Catron'
speech In this city some time ago, he made the assertion, that If we had been admitted at the time
Colorado was we would have hud at least one and a half million of people at the present day. Whilst
he wa talking I commenced to compare the resource of the two state. I venture the assertion that
there ar people how living who will set more people living along the Rio Grande river and the moun.
tains on each fde arid adjacent to the tlo Grartfle t han there arj people In Colorado at the same time
Again,' have the foal tiviU to the' west' and north which will rival those of Pennsylvania.
Copper In the south, which will make. Arlaona take notice. And we have th0 Pecos valley and the San
J'isn country, besides all our vast timber resource, and other which are awaiting development, and
a I said before, statehood will give us the start to develop the tame,
For these reasons, I am In favor of statehood and prosperity, therefore, think that every man who
ha the welfare of New Mexico at heart should vote for It. Your very truly,
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Believed Done By
Local Men
No Clue Is
Found.

nipatrh to tb Morales Jnanwl
Silver City. N. M., Jan. II. Five
hundred dollar In money, an equal
sum In checks, five gold watches, a
doxen razor and eight gold rings
with gem settings, were stolen from
fSpeHal

the store of the Hanover Mercantile
company at Hanover, N. M., early Saturday morning by burglars who blew
the safe with dynamite and
the store while doing so.
In spite of the terrific explosion
nothing was known of the Job until
the tore wa opened In the morning,
the safe being blown between one
o'clock and daylight. That the work
was done by amateur and probably
by local parties was Indicated by the
fact that much more dynamite was
used than necessary and a nearby
blacksmith hop with which the robber were evidently familiar, wa rot-be- d
of
of tool. Sheriff MeGrath
Grant county was at once notified and
went to the scene of the crime, but at
last account had discovered no clue
worth working on.
nearly-wrecke-
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It's Easy to Amend
Any candid man will be forc- ed to admit that in only three
state, or, at the most, four, if
Oklahoma be Included, can con- stltutlons be more easily amend- ed than In New Mexico and in no
other ran a constitution be as
easily amended a here.
The wisdom of hnvlng at
at least our forty per cent re- qulrement, less than half the to- tal vote, will be seen when we
reflect upon the notorious fact
that voters take but little Inter- est In such questions. I have not
figure to give on this, but I find
In Stlmson on constitutions the
statement that experlenco has
shown that votes upon constltu- tlonnl amendments are rldlcul-- J
oupiy small, and. as an Instance,
that In New York In 1905 an Im- portant amendment was adopted
h
by a vote hardly
of the
vote for governor. Frank W.
Clancy, Attorney General.
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terest, he a'.so representing the county.
purihstm were for
the first two issued
by the county. Five thousand dollars
of thia was for current expenses and
the 120.0HO was to pay Dona Ana and
Lincoln counties for their proportion
of dtbt existing when Otero county
was created.
The bonds became callable January
1.
When H came to take up the old
bonds, the county had but $7000 in
e
it sinking fund to do it, so the
firm contracted to gather in the
old and surrender them for $7000
and $11,000 in new bonds.
During last year J. M. Hawkin refunded $10,000 in school bonds,
through Chicago associates, taking
new bonds at five per cent Instead of
six per cent.
This week the same
parties arranged for funds for building a new $1008 school building at
Orange. X. M., this county, nnd locat
ed about sixty miles from Van Horn,
Tex., and about the kuw distance
from Alamogordo.
The school authorities In a number
of the districts of the county which
have heretofore been unable to have
a five months' terra of school, are
pleased with the provision therefore In
the new constitution which requires
the state to provide enough funds to
carry on school five months in each
year where local taxes are Insufficient
for thia Besides this positive constitution guarantee, the district will get
its pro rata share of the school funds
which will be made up of five per
cent of the proceeds of all lands hereafter sold by the United State within the territory, and also a share of
the proceeds of rentals and sales of
four sections of land In each township of the state, which the enabling
act give the state besides other special grants. It is hoped that this land
donation to the people of the state
will, a the population grow and the
demand for grazing and farming land
Increases, create an endowment fund
that will maintain the school for a
full year without taxes.

The oil issues
DOLLARS i;5,00
and were

THOUSAND

AT HANOVER
Chairman Publicity Committee,
Statehood League, Albuquerque, N. M.
I am not In the habit of rushing into print, but as the adoption of the constitution la of auch vaat
Importance to all the people of thla territory, I may be pardoned for giving expression to my opinion
In thla manner. It is my firm belief that tinder the present enabling act no better constitution could
be framed than the one which has been adopted by the constitutional convention. It la utterly impossible to please everybody In a matter of this kind. Personally, I would have liked to see the constitution contain rme of the modern principle of direct legislation, but I ee no reason why some of
the things cannot be granted by legislative action after we have become a state. What we want now
I
statehood, representation in the conpreas and senate of the foiled Piate. and a chance to govern
curselves and elect our own official. After that. It will be up to us to enact such Jaws as we need
and adopt auch mca.-ure-s,
a will best ault us. We do not want a constitution which leaves nothing to
the future and which leaves ua tied hand and foot In regard to the most essential things of government. It la charged that this constitution Is favorable to the investor and capitalist. I don't know
but It would be a very good thing for New Mexico if It were true. IF THERE EVER WAS A
PLACE OS THE FACE OF THE EARTH WHICH NEEDED CAPITAL TO DEVELOP ITS
NEW MEXICO JS IT. What good are our mineral and coal deposits, our timber lands or
even our Irrigable lands without capital to develop them, by building railroads, smelters or pumping
plants? 1 ee that our
d
railroads In New Mexico pay
of all the taxes collected.
Bo If we can induce more capitalists to Invest In this country and put in their millions we may expect
a lower rate of taxation than what we now have. Aa stated before, I don't think it possible to please
everybody In a matter of this kind. Even the lilble of divine origin Is Interpreted In various way
by various sects and creeds. Why, then, should we all I expected to think alike regarding this constitution? Don't let your prejudice! overcome your judgment. Statehood la what we need and a
vote against thia constitution Is a vote against statehood.
SIMON STERN.
?
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. II,' 11I.
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The Famous
Is the Lamp of Real Beauty

p--i

because it gives the best light of all
lamps. The Rayo gives a white, soft,
mellow, diffused light easy on the
eye because it cannot flicker. You
can use your eyes as long as you wish
under the Rayo light without strain.
The Rayo Lamp is
and
.

low-price-

d,

even though you pay $5, $10 or $20 for
other lamps, you may get more expensive
decorations but you cannot get a better
light than the
Rayo gives. A
strong, durable shade-holdholds the
shade on firm and true. This season's
new burneradds strength and appearance.
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
low-pric- ed

er

Dtaltrs BrrpAnt.

If tot et yours. wriH for itaevipUm
circular to th ntartst arncy of lhi

Continental Oil Company
incorsoratedj

suing year:

J. A. Edwards, J.

K.

situation has been the excellent sale
d

d

also sold freely, a total of about

f orraspeadenc to Morning Joaraatl
noswell, N. M., Jan. 11. The Peco
Valley Fruit Growers' nssoclotion will
hold an agrlcujtiral exhibit and fat
stock show next fall. The exposition
will take the place of tho Chave
county fair. Fruit and agricultural
exhibits, dairy,, culinary and ncedlo-wor- k
products will be Included. The
annual horse show, will be consoliISpeelal

dated with the fut stock department.
There will be no racing.
Tho commissioner of the general
land office, has decided the case of
the Hondo Stone, Mfg. company
against Hnrbert Brothers, reversing
the local land office, ruling that sand
la not mineral and that land made
valuable on account of sand deposits
may be held for homesteads or taken
up on erlp. The milt came up over
the Riverside sandpit, from which
Rosweil has drawn all, Its sand for
many

year.

anywhere In the
If W. L. Rnrnes
southwest he will do well to return
Deputy
to hi old homo in Texas.
Sheriff Fisher, of Bell county, was
here today looking for Barnes. lie
says Barne is wanted to pay a fine
of 1300 for n!ault; and that a fortune of $15,000 Ima been left him.
Albert Iee returned last night from
Midland, Texas, where he marketed a
carload of apples off of his local or
chard. Counting Interest on Invest
orchard
ment, cure of land, and
spraying, smudging, packing, shipping
and marketing, he netted over a dol
lar a bushel on hi fruit.
1

Special Dhpatrh ta the Morning Jonrnall
Fort Sumner, X. M., Jan. 10. The

Santa Fe surveyer broke camp here
today, after completing their line
from La Vegas. It Is generally understood by those who have watched
the work and talked with the men
that they found an easier grade this
way than they did via Vaughn. In
addition, the rapid development of the
Irrigated valley below town makes it
but a matter of a few years till a
spur will be needed south from here
to tap these farms.
Xlne mile of new laterals have Just
been completed by the land company
bringing several thousand more acres
under ditch. Three miles of the canal
at the lower end of the valley have
been widened and made twelve feet
wide Instead of ten. A steel flums
240 feet long will carry the water
over one Of the small creek below
here. It will be shipped in sections
and not riveted on the ground.
The land occupied a a townslte
ho Just been released by the general
land office at Washington from the
withdrawal order made ome years
ago in behalf of the Vrten Loke canal
and restored to entry. Probate Judge
Home has filed upon it as trustee for
the lot holder and It la expected that
preliminaries will be completed and
titles granted before spring. This
change effects half the land In the
town and will cause a quickening
along all lines.
The Fort Sumner Index, the youngest of the town papers, last week
sprung a surprise on Its patrans by apthe only
pearing c a daily. Thla
dally paper on the cutoff.
1'reclnot election her resulted In
us Justhe election of Victor Ana
tice of precincts J and J. L. Love-lat- e
in i:. The latter hd
Ketnhurdt as an opponent. But led

BONDS

'io"

him easily.

Crutchficld has begun an addition to his store building and will
put in groceries.
Severn! sales of lot on the east
side of the bike and plan for buildings there quickens Interest in rumor
of extennlve development work there
by the new townsile syndicate which
will run an excursion from Frcefort.
III., on the 17th.
Among those who will build across
the lake Is Enrique Salazar, receiver
Another Is
of the local land office.
Cb rk Wilkinson, of tho land office.
Expert huve been here for several
days giving the final test to the pumpthe upper
ing plant which supplle
E. E.

one-tent-

Postmaster Wins Out

Controversy

in

Legal
Otero

and
County Will Be Benefited.

e,
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BALTIMORE

E. C. Jackson, W. A. Hams, of overcoatings in the good market,
Association to Santa Fe Engineers Finish Ilearte,
E. A. Cahoon and W. J. Mclnnes.
resulting In p.n unusually heavy moveLocating Line From .Las The directors then elected officers ment of clothing and quarter-blooHave Agricultural Exposias 'follows:
A. Edwards, president; fleeces for the first week in the new
Vegas; Progress in Irrigation; J. K. Hearte.J.
tion and Fat Stock Display in
W. J. year. The Montana graded wools was
Mclnnes, Cashier; Miss Ida Ham- very heavy at around 5 8 fi 60 cents
Town Now Has Daily Paper. monds.,
Place of Annual County Fair,
scoured.
Assistant Cashier.
fleeces
Ohio quarter-bloo-

ALAMO

attaches, were In this party. The
house of representative
In which
body Senator Elkins had served as
delegate from New Mexico, was represented by Representatives Gntnea,
llubb, and Hughes, Wood yard and
Sturglss of West Virginia, Andrews
of New Mexico. Rucker of Missouri,
Alexander of New Tork, Longworth
of Ohio. Calderhead of Kansas, Lamb
of Virginia Adumson and Livingston
of Ueorxla.
"Othws on the special train were
the Rev. Wallace Radcllffe of Washington, and Samuel Dennl of Haiti-morwnd Judge Atkinson of

HUNTER

Valley

HAWKINS GETS THE

'Mnryand, Ihicun of Georgia, Kenn of
New Jersey, Idilley of Texn. Foster
of I.ouifl.inii. Carter of Montana, and
Root of New York. J. J. McGraln. T.
W. Kellar and C. A, Loeffler, senato

1

El

MR

1

Virginia.
advised
Ilcr physician
against It. Mrs. W. C. Welderselm,
the senators' daughter, also wa not
here. Thoe In the family party were
Mrs. Palllo) Elkln Ollphant of Tren
ton, N. J.; David Elkins. the oldest
sn: Stephrn II. Elkins. Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Itlalno Elkins. Richard Elkln.
Mlsa Kathcrlne Elkins. former Senator Henry O. Davis, father of Mrs. El.
kins; Arthur Lee. of Washington:
John Davis, son of the former enu-to- r;
C. w. Welderselm. W. F. R. Hilt
son of the former representative; C.
W. Henley. Col O. F Snyder, the
senntor' secretary: Col C. II. Livingstone and W. II. Holland.
"In the senatorial car were Sena,
tor Scott of West Virginia, Smith of

A GOOD JUDGE
KOXO'JXCE

OF FIXE WIIISKEX WILL

gpeetal Torfmpondear to storming Jearaal
Ahimnm.rdii V M. Jure It
The

legal controversy a to who should
get Alumogordo's refunding bonds.
was decided by the county commis
sioner In favor of J. M. Hawkins
upon ndivc.e of district attorney W.
H. II. Llewellyn.
The old six per cent ditch.
bonds were bought up by a Chicago
firm in tinir am nvrnla for the cnuntv.
and Mr. Hawkins then sold them the
per cent In- new bond bearing 4
1- -i

QUALITY
It is not the quantity but
the inherent quality of

SCOTTS EMULSION
that enables it to perform its
mission. It is the one remedy universally known and
used because of its ability to
quickly restore lost strength,
increase weight, and vitalize
the nerve centers.
There is vitality in every
drop of

Scott's Emulsion
AU

DRUGGISTS

CANNING

FACTO

F QR LAKE ARTHUR

Enthusiastic Citizens' Meeting
Approves
Plans and Arranges Final Details for
Erection of $10,000 Plant,
(Sowlnl ferrviMmndrnc to Morning Junraall
Lake Arthur. X. M Jan. 10. An

of
cnthuxittHtlc meeting of citizens
Lake Arthur was held today for the
purpose of approving the plans and
arranging the final details for the
erection of a $10,000 canning factory.
The lucntion and plans were ap
proved nnd pernanent committees
named for tho purpose of closing the
deal with the builder.
The factory will lie In operation In
time to trke care of this year' crop.
At the annual meeting of the First
Nitlonnl bank todnv the following

CURES

DYSPEPSIA

1

00,-0-

pounds bringing 27H!i28 cents
the demand being from mills making
overcoatings.
Sales of Texas and
California wools are moderate, though
the latter class are sampled freely.
Foreign wools are very quiet.
-

Reliable Cough Medicine
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
Honey and Tnr fulfills this condition
exactly.
Mrs. Charles Kline, N. Sth
St.. Kaston,
Pa., states:
"Several
members of my fr.mfly have been
cured of bad coughs and colds by the
use of Foley's Honey nnd Tar end 1
am never without a bottle In the
Will house. It sooths and relieves lh. irritation In the throat 'and loosens up
the cold. I have always found it a
rel'a'ole cough cure." J. II. OKlclly
Five Co.
A

INDIGESTION
Just a Little Diapepsin
Make Your
Stomach Feel Fine in
Out-of-Or-

Minutes.
Every year regularly more than a
million stomach sufferers in the
I'nlted States, England nnd Canada
take Pape's Diapepsin, nnd realize
not only immediate, but lasting relief.
Tha harmless preparation will digest anyihing you cat and overcome
a sour, gassy or
stomach
five minutes nfterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
lend In your stomach, or If you have
heartburn, that Is a sign of Indigestion.
Get from your Pharmacist a 50- cent case of I'ape's Diapepsin and
take u dose just aa soon as you can.
There will be no sour risings, no
behhlng of undigested food mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or henrt
burn, fullnes or heavy feeling in the
stomach. Nausea, Debilitating Head
aches, Dtzxinew or Intestinal griping
This will all go, and, besides, there
will be no sour food left over in the
stomach to poison your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin Is a ccrtan cure
stomachs, because it
for
takes hold of your food and digests
it Just the same us if your stomach

wasn't there.

Keller In five minutes from all
stomach misery la waiting for you at
any dru store.
cases contain
These large
more than sufficent to thoroughly
cure almost any case of Dyspepsia
Indigestion or any other stomach disorder.
nt

BIGGERBUSINESS

IN

WOOL TRADE

II

11

in
Laboring
Butte

01
Force

Will .Be

creased;

at Elephant
Steadily. In-

Railway to
Not Yet Completed,

Kl

10

ARE

Paso Jan.

11.

Englo

If weather

con-

ditions permit there will soon be more
than 100 men at work on the Elephant Putte dam. Although the reclamation service Is net at the present time considering applications for
labor, many letters are received daily
at headquarter from men who are
anxious to secure work on the pro-

ject.

It is the Intention of the government to increase the laboiing force
materially within tho succeeding few
weeks but it will probably be the latter part of June befi re a full force
"ill be employed. Until that time
work on the river bed will not be
started on account of rain and melting snow !n the mountains.
Any
large quanlty of water would within
a few hours do great damage to excavation work in the river bed.
At the present time there are two
diamond drills at work boring on
each side of the river, locating rock
sufficiently strong 'to be used for
foundations. Another drill will soon
be Installed.
ime excavation work
Is being dune by a small fuvo and It
Is believed that a few more weeks
will show r. great increase In the
working force.

Larger Transactions Than for The Eagle railway which was t
have been completed some time ago
Several Months on Boston will probably net be finished
until
latter part of the month. AlMarket; Manufacturers Show the
most all of the grading has been done
and a part of the ateel rails have
More Interest.
been laid. This road is being built
by the government but will on its
completion be taken over by tho
Simla Fe.

says of the ' Iloston
Pradstreef
wool market:
The expected Improvement in the
volume of sales was recorded this
week, with larger transaction
than
for several months. Lower
prices
G;t tha Original and Ginuina
made on goods for men's wear re
sulted in more order, so that manu
facturers have shown more Interest In
wool and huve
done considerable
sampling.
The bulk of the week's
business was In quarter-bloo- d
fleeces
and territory clothing grades, but
other wools have done belter also, and
Thi Food-drin- k
for All
the outlook ! considered good. Prices
are being firmly maintained, the re- f or Infants, Inva!iJj,and Growing cliOJrcn.
ported shading having been apparentPure N utrib'on, up buikling tne whole body.
ly a few consigned lot which had
nvigurate the nursing motiier and the aged.
been held above the market.
Total
ich milk,
grain, in powder form.
sales are estimated at nearly 6.000,- 000 pounds for the week. Including
crick lunch prepared in a minute.
nearly 3,000. OOtf pounds Monlarm
Lka co subline. Ail for HORLICK'S.
c'nthl'vr

faded IfcuiirffJ

SIORLIGirS

MALTED MILK
hit.

wo!

i'l orlelnal

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
Federation of Women's clubs during
the ninth annual convention. The
IfJ VELVET
STRONG SEHMOH
meeting will be hela in the ball room
of the Yavapai club and the daily sessions will be opn to the public. The
evening of January ISth a reception
MASK PROVES
and dance will be given at the Ya
apal cluh, at which the visiting members of the federation will be guests
of honor, and on the evening of January 19th there will be a musieale at
BULG1N
PUZZLE
the home of Mrs. Harry T. South-wort- h
for Monday club members, visiting members, delegates and the
teachers of the public schools.
The federation session will come to BEAUTIFUL MYSTERIA
WARNS SINNERS AGAINST
a close Friday evening, January 20th,
DEATH OF CONSCIENCE with an entertainment at the CongreALBUQUERQUE VISITOR
gational church, to which the publio
is invited. An Interesting program has
Services Unmarred By Refer- been arranged for that evening con- Alvarado Patrons Highly Resisting of musical numbers, a readlieved When Lady in Black
ence to Politics, Make Deep ing by Mrs. Suthworth and an address
by Mrs. Sidney Newsom of Tucson,
Audi
Vast
on
Registers Instead of
Calmly
Impression
?nce; president of the Arizona Federation
of Women's clubs.
Holding Up the Clerk,
Many Converts Last Night,

Will

EKELIS

:

Yesterday evening when the enst
BADLY bound
limited pulled in a regal looking woman wearing a mask and black
veil, not to mention a. goigeous black
thnn any mixing of polifur coat descended from, the train
Dr. Bulsin chose
tics with religion.
with her luggage and passed uncona doe), almost unexplainable subcernedly Into the verandas o'f the
He
ject: "The Unpardonable Sin."
Alavardo, Dressed in dead black and
nas deadly serious, deeply earnest,
with her face covered with a mask
convincing In his
and thoroughly
which concealed her face save two
splendid handling of the theme. He
Popular Manager of Crystal beautiful eyes, and a winning mouth,
gathered in his text from the certain
small wonder
the passersby
Biblical phrases, "There is a sin unto
Theater Admits That Signori stopped to gaze.that
alway
spirit
not
"My
shall
death;"
Carbone Is Last Word in When she went into the hotel and
strive with man," and "Evil becomes
cooly registered "Mysteria," the clerk
good, good becomes evil, bitter, sweet
Italian Dialect,
and bell hops absolutely paused to
and light toe darkness."
conjecture strange occupation for
Pr. Bulgin's chief charm Is his
hotel employees used as they are to
simplifying of the subject by plain,
Were you at the Crystal theater strange and divers people, soon she
comparison. "The Hn'y
pvery-da- y
attracted the attention of guests as to
Spirit." he said, "communicates witn Inst night?
If you were there and saw and her identity. Lady Mysterious went
the world by five telephone lines:
In their Into the dining room had dinner which
enlightenment,
the Word of God, heard Carbone and Williams
you will adghe seemed to enjoy though the
Heavenly gifts, partaker of the Holy unique vaudeville sketch,
mit that you never were better pleased other guests lost in a mane o'f as
Ghost and conscience with which to
fall with a program than the one rendered tonishment and curiosity forgot to
consider immortality. If you
by a pair of talented performers, eat.
away from those five lines, God canyou?
won't
She never removed her mnsk and
you
you,
with
and
not communicate
before In the history of the her fact was artistically covered with
Never
unpardonnbls
have fallen into the
nlghters,"
Crystal theater did "first
two lace veils, only the lower of which
sin.
get more for their dimes than they she removed while at dinner.
He explained the custom of olden did
last night. Signori Carbone and
People in the hotel told friends of
times when people put the palm Miss Williams are really and truly
branch to the nose as a token of su- two of the cleverest vaudeville artists theirs who promptly told another
periority and as a sign for others to who ever stopped off ln Albuquerque. friend or two and the lobby of the
last evening was about the
pass by. "It !s a dangerous thing to
Signori Carbone is the last word Alavardo
llvest looking place seen for some
Riiub God, to put the palm branch to
In Itulian dialect singing.
Even Joe moons.
your nose and go by," he told his audiScottl, manager of the Crystal, who
"She's doing It on a bet," hazarded
ence last night
1s no slouch when It comes to handing
Pr. Bulgln spoke of Victor Hugo's out "dago talk," was forced to admit one man.
Its likely to conceal her Identity,"
words of the human conscience which after the show that Carbone has him
"Yes" chimed a
portray so vividly the existence of diving for sponges ln the Itlo Grande ventured another
feminine voice "She looks like an adthat thing In every man, woman and when it comes to dialect work.
rf some sort."
child, ttmt voice which is so hard to
Applause greeted Carbone and venturess
"O, I think she must be crazy,'
still.
Williams last night every time they spoke
up another little woman who
He exemplified,
with many illus- made a move, and the opening night
trations, how the voice could be of their engagement was Indeed an could not keep her eyes from off the
Incognito who sat in a far cor
drowned by constant sin and one of auspicious one, the
theater being fair
ner of the lobby.
utterances of the eve- crowded to capacity at every show.
the strongest
"Yes Indeed," agreed yet another
can hold the raw
ning was. "You
The opening number was an Italaln
"1
brandy of sin in your mouth until the duet by the couple, both appearing in voice of feminine presunsion,
so near her for anything.'
delicate taste for the teas and coffees coBtume
Following this, a duet was wouldn't
Thus and so on the chatter of wonof goodness Is lost."
sung ln English, after which Miss
It was a strong sermon and well Williams rendered' a 'violin solo, dering conjecture ran during the sev
eral "hours
bnt the mysterious
delivered.
There were many more "Fraust," in a very .pleasing man- stranger
remained In town to the in
converts last night and the large ner. -- Up to this time the audience
The tense interest and bewilderment of the
was critical and appreciative.
crowd which came, despite the Inguests at the hotel.
clement weather seemed deeply in critics had no criticism to make and
In the late evening a representative
accord with the religious awakening much appreciation to express.
of this paper getting wind of some
Signori
which is in progress.
Then something happened.
unusual drifted over to the
This afternoon Dr. Bulgln will talk Carbone,
not to be restrained any thing
Alvaradc
and after a few silent sur
into Italian dialect, veys
im "What it is to bj made whole." longer, broke
of the women with the mask who
and tonight he will give a lecture es- singing, "Sweet Italian Love," ln a
by
reading a magazine In
pecially for business and professional way that drew so many salvos of ap- one this time
at the parlors bearded the Hon
men of this city.
The subject will plause that it was necessary for the In
the den. Its a bad comparison for
be, "What is Business?"
gentleman to retire until order could there
Is nothing Hon like about mys
Prayer meetings will be held at the be restored.
terla.
fallowing homes:
was
a
scene
touch
little
closing
The
She laughed heartily, Just a ripple
Ten o'clock this morning, Mrs. Col. of comic opera, with plenty of com
of
softest most seductive merriment
everybody
opera
11ns. 116 South Walter; Mrs. A. D. edy, and enough
for
when the reporter with evident tre
nle, 819 N. Fourth St.; Mrs. John being an interpretation of that depldntlon ventured to explain the In
Munn, 413 West Granite, and Mrs. lightful dialect song, "Funiculi, Funi-culatrusion.
To attempt to tell what a
Bugle's, 909 South Walter.
"Talk? Why of course. What shall
Four o'clock this afternoon at the clever sketch this classic is, as done we talk about? The
weather?" she
home of Mrs. Hill Ward, 20S South by Carbone and Williams, is quite imlaughed and the Morning representn
Arno, and at 1:30 p. m. at Mrs. It. It. possible.
tlve heard a voice unmiBtakably south
Go to the Crystal tonight and sea em
Archers, 613 South Walter.
and looked Into the eyes or a
for yourself. The whole performance gorgeously
beautiful woman a fact
n
simply
is
from curtain to curtain
despite the mask which cov
evident
screams,
scream, or a scries of
ir
FRI1S
the upper face except two holes
you are sick In bed this week and tred
for the wonderous eyes.
can't go to the Crystal, it is really too
She was of the dark, rich and slend
bad.
But if you hobble up to the erly voluptlous beauty of tho
theater and take In the show, and if and the most delicious drawl lnsouth
her
laughter will make you well, you will voice which permeated
her every line
be made well by witnessing one per- of speech.
formance.
"Myself?" she questioned with sudden gravity when she was Informed,
that, was the choice of conversation
Unique and Jolly Affair for
in preference to the weather which
Next Tuesday in Honor of
was as it happened,, rafter wet.
"Well I am traveling incognito, so
Oast of Celebrated Musical
of coin Me, there isn't much 1 can say.
Why incognito?
Just because a
Success "The Innside Inn,"
ED
woman's reason for everything she

JOE SC0TT1
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ELKS

WHGISGQINGTQGET
MARK

donp,

The dance to be given by the Elks'
next Tuesday evening, January 17, is

ho promised
affair in honor of the
,il't in the recent sucessful production 'The Innside Inn."
U is Intended primarily as a compliment to the lurge number who acquitted themselves so creditably and
jnade the show one that will linger
"hg in the minds
the vast majority who went to theof musical
comedy.
Other than the entire cast in the show
" (lance will be attended by the
and their ladles.
"The Klkg are
noted for their clever,
"miijue dames
and this one Judging
frnm arrangements
which are well
indir way, will be another brilliant
"""'ess to add to the social annals of
a PO. E. Lodge
61.
C!,11,,d a "Jack

" u

Frost" party
'It'i'oratl.ms and refreshments will
"T nnt the wintry Idea. The fea-- ,
of
evening will be the "Snow-h- u
dance" when a lively pelting of
""'wbalis (not In the real), will play
" Important part In the proceeding".
And there are
other "live entries"
''" the amusement line which are
"', lvinl for publication and which
bo
tv, more pnjoyable for not
h
told i vivid detail.
r'lil,in,'1 tf make the dance a
W
I'i.int social event, a real
'"'r "d
affair,
those 1,110 Participated in the
Ph.
u
th,,t tno ,o(10 "ppreelutes
tii.
r
ln ln,'lr behalf and Just
ky u y
of having a bully good time.
r.et-to-

FEDERATION IN SESSION
OF"

be

WOMAN'S CLUBS AT
PRESCOTT NOTABLE
. Arli.. Jan. 12.-- Ther
.....mo gathering of club

V- -

--

the territory,

njhrjf"

urn:

interesting show for a number of
yesterday evening and If
as she declares she will. Mysteria
should st some futuie day bunk" Albuquerque, she will doubtless be
greeted with a full house.

-

--

Dr. Bulsin confined himself last
The
night to the saving of souls.
which is more to the taste of

U
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Two Firemen Leave for Gallup,
Riding the Cushions, and Reports at Roundhouse Are

Many,
The mystery of the lady with the
black domino was not the only mystery in existence In Albuquerque last
night.
There wag considerable of a
mystery at the Santa Fe round house.
And ftll because Frank ltootrlght and
Harry Mallette, two well known and
poular young firemen left for Gallup
one Santa Fe train No. 1, riding the
cushions instead of passing fuel Into
the fire from a point of vantage in an
engine cab.
The mystery Is this: Either Frank
Boatrlght or Harry Mallette, according to the boys at the roundhouse,
today.
Is to be married in Gallup
Boatrlght claimed that it was Malt,
lette and Mallette blamed it on
declaring that he was going to
officiate as best man for Boatrlght.
When confronted with the best man
proposition Boatrlght claimed that as
long as Mallette had volunteered that
much Information, that he would tell
the truth that Mallette was to be
mnrrled and he, Boatrlght, was to
stand up with him.
The mystery at midnight last night
a
was still ns mysterious as ever.
developments occur today a light
engine with a bunch of detectives will
be sent to Gallup to unravel the plot
and placard the correct details on
the "Whose Next Out," board at the
local roundhouse.
Boat-righ-

Cn-les-

Isn't It?"

CUT-OF-

TO

F

SAVE

500 MILES

FIELD GUIS FOR
OF

U SE

Mil TIA

on a mi re extensive sealo than that
of King Kdward.
The route of the
procession t Westmlii't. r Abbey on
June Si, will bo the hame i:a on the
last otvaMi'ii end the nival progress
through the capital after the ceremony which was postponed in
time because of the Wine's
delicate health will take place on

June

22.

still another royal

Texico-Colem-

Short Line to

an

Gulf Will Give

Advantage in
Angeles Trade,

Santa Fe Big

House

Galveston-Lo-

s

The field artillery provision which
will enable the supply of four field
guns to every one thousand rifles, Is
an outgrowth of the recent movement for placing the country In n
Los Angele9. Cat., Jan. 11. Los greater state of military preparedness.
Angeles and the Fuclftc will have n
It authorizes the secretary of war
new short route to Galveston and the on the requisitions of the governors
Gulf of Mexico by August 1, by the of the various stntes and territories,
construction o'f a new cutoff between to Issue this artillery material to thu
Texico on the Belen line of the Santa organized militia and the $770,000 Is
Fe and Coleman on the Gulf appropriated and made Immediately
will
be
300 available for
line
This
line.
the procurement nnd Ismiles long and the distance saved by sue of these guns without cost to the
present
over
the
its construction
militia. The guns are to remain the
Kanta Fe route from Los Angeles to property of the t'nlted
States.
tho Gulf is B0q miles.
The bill provides that
the
It was announced that this cutoff chief of the division of hereafter
military afwould be built two years ago and fairs In the war department shall be
the line was surveyed and part of it detailed from the general lino nnd
built. Then construction lagged. Now w hile so serving shall be an additional
orders have been Issued to push the member of the general
corps. It
completion of the line and have it appropriates J300,000 staff
dummy
ready for the operating department guns and mortars, etc., forforInstruction
by August 1.
in state armories of coast artillery
The first step ln the Santa Fe's pro- companies of the militia, $300,000 for
gram for a line from tho Pacific to exchanging or Issuing new pistols,
the holsters and cartridge boxes to
the Gulf was the construction
Helen cutoff, 'a low grade lino from state militia nnd authorizes the the
orHelen to Clovls, N. M.. 279 miles. This ganization of remount
was the crowning achievement in the from the enlisted force detachments
at each recareer of the late James E. Hurley, mount depot.
general manager of the Santa Fe.
Then a line from ,Texlco, 35 miles CORONATION OF KING
east from Clovls, was planned.
It
was proposed to build this line to a
GEORGE TO BE GORGEOUS
connection with the Gulf line ut Tem-

MYSTERY

UNSOLVED

92,-XI- I,

986.

THE

"I r.m a legitimate concert singer,
traveling on my first tour under the
management of Julius Scharff who Is
manager of the Elks' theater In New
Iberia, I sing In French, Italian, German and English the classics. Just
now I am returning from Snn Francisco where I sang four weeks at
the new Odean cafe haven't you read
In the Frisco papers of
Mysteria?
They have been mist complimentary
and "with a shrug- which vaguely suggested the French creolo,
"It wr-- my first appearance In cafe
work and I enjoyed It hugely. No, I
never removed my musk. Once they
declared I must, that I could be arrested, but they were unable to produce a law to force me so long as I
went my way, acted respectable and
stopped at the best hotels.
"Now I am on my wny to New Orleans to play an engagement. That's

all."

"O, about the mn;k? Well I don't
mind telling you I don't want people to know who I am. on account of
my fn tally who object to my stage
career besides Its good advertising
and I get a good salury for hiding
a bit of mystery" she said
th

frankly.

Mysteria left on the night train for
El Paso, telling nothing more than
the above recorded. The lady in the
mask is a real and beautiful mystery.
She is without doubt a southerner and
PIXKS Cl'RED l.V 6 TO II DATS
evidently refined and well born.
It
if Is likely true
Your druggist will refund money
that she really wishes to
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
idenlty
conceal
her
and
Incidentally
case of Itching. Blind, Weeding or
Protruding IMles in to 14 days. BOe. attract the attention of the theatrical

NOTES OF
CAPITAL

proces-

sion
th Guild hall for the coronaCommittee Provides tion to
entertainment has been arranged
a subseiiuent day. The coronation
$770,000 for Purchase of for
ftstivliles will last from June l to
Artillery Equipment for Nat- Julie 30, and will include a naval review at Spitbead at which the king
ional Guard Batteries.
will be pi event, probably a military
review and a royal reception In honor
of tho colonial and foreign envoys.
I By Morning Journal ftpwtal 1 rmr4 W rr
Washington. Jan. 12. The house
n military affair
committee
today
added $770,000 for field artillery fot
organized militia to the army appropriation bill and reported the bill to
the house. The measure carried

MURDER

OFFICIAL

Salaries for County Superintendents of Schools Being
Fixed for Year; Increases
Probable in Some Counties,
Srcll Ilpntrh

la the Morning Jonmidl

Fc. N. M.. Jan. 12. Terri-toriTreasurer M. A. Otero has received the following sums for the
trasury:
From
James A. Balrd.
treasurer of Otero county, $1,112 12,
und from Game and Fish Warden
Santa

ul

Gable, $14.25.

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark is at work fixing tho
salaries of county school superinfor 1911. It la said that
Police Unable to Ac- tendents
these superintendents will receive an
for Death of Little Boy Increase In many Instances, although
McKlnley county may suffer a dein
Dead
Swamp; crease. There are about twelve county superintendents now receiving tho

Albany
count
Found
Woman Suspected of Crime, maximum ot
(ll.T Miirnln

Jmiriml RptrUI

Iuat

Win- -

Albany, N. V Jan. 12 In trying t
solve the mystery which hangs about
the body of a boy found yesterday In
a Ewamp near the western outskirts
of Albany, the police Untght
are
working
on a theory that the murder may have been committed by a
woman who was insane or prompted
by Jealousy.
As time passes without any message from the parents of the missing
boy, detectives tire beginning to believe that the crime may have been
committed by an orphan's guardian.
An autopsy showed that death wna
duo to carbolic add poisoning.
The
police tonight heard that a woman
with a child answering the description of tho dead boy was seen In u
pharmacy where the acid was bought
last Friday. The proprietor, however,
denies that ho knows when he sold
the acid or to whom.
Word was received
tonight that
Alexander Knrbowskl of Scrnnton, Pa.'
believed the body of the boy found
murdered on the outskirts of Albany
Inst Tuesday Is that of his son, who
with his mi thcr disappeared
from
homo last Friday.

$1,500,

The superintendent today is sending out eighty or more letters In regard to arranging the bends to bo
furnished by county treasurers as
custodians of the school funds under
the law of 1909 which requires that
the bond be given.
Papers wvre tiled In the territorial
secretary's office by Mother Catherine M. Drexel of Philadelphia,
the change of agent of the
sisters of the Blessed Sacrament here,
Mother At. Loyola (Catherine Huw-lebeing put In place of Mother M.
F.vnngcllst (Mary A. Gillespie), who
hns teen transferred from the Indian
school here to St. Kllssaboth's convent, Pennsylvania.

y)

DECLARES PERSIA MADE
NO APPEAL FOR JUSTICE
ll
Washington, Jan. 12. Mlrsn,
Khan, charge' d'affaires of. tho
Persian legation today Issued an official deniul of a story widely circulated that un appeal from the Persian
government to thn American people
had reached New York nnd had been
given out by H. H, TopuUyan, Persian
consul general there.
Mr. Topakyan was summoned from
New York and he Joined In the denial
of the story.
All-ku-

ple.
Substantial progress was made durLondon, Jan. 12. Tho executive
ing the fiscal year, ending June 30 committee having
In charge the plans
hint. 45 miles Immediately southeast relative to
coronation
of King
of Lubbock being completed and 155 George met the
today and completed
miles of the remaining distance bearrangements.
tween Lubbock and,. Coleman being
The coronation If anything will be
graded and made ready for track
work. The line from Coleman to Temple already is built and ln operation.
Branch lines have been built from
rinlnview to Lubbock. 48 miles, and
from Plainview to Floydavu, 25 miles.
These lines are in operation. Other
branches have been' projected and
now In process of 'construction.
, .The present route
for traffic from
Los Angeles to Galveston over the
Santa Fe Is via the Coast lines from
Los Angeles to Albuquerque, thence
over the Helen cutoff to Newton,
The men w!io supply New Plug-lanwith food arc the Wholesale Grocers.
Kan., and then south of Galveston.
The mileage of the present route will
Last Autumn 76 of them went on an excursion and after returning- - home sent us a testimonial
be only 1,845 miles long.
Heretofore the only through line
that is very highly esteemed. Many of these famous firms have been selling; our products for 12 to
from Los Angeles to tho gulf has
1,697
Pacific,
miles
been the Southern
15 years, but have not heretofore inspected the pure Food works!'1
The Senta Fe naturally will furnish
Paa competitor for the Southern
To the Post um Cereal Co., Ltd.,
cific. The Santa Fe is 148 miles long"
er than the Southern Pacific, but this
Battle Creek, Michigan.
difference Is partly overcome by reason of tho Santa Fe's lower grade.
Greetings:
The Santa Fe also Boon will prove
a strong competitor to the Southern
We, the undersigned Wholesale Grocers of New England, desire to ex- - .
Pacific Into New Orleans. From a
press our thanks and appreciation for the courtesy, hospitalities and enterpoint on the Gulf line between Temple and Galveston, via Somervllle, tho
tainment offered to us during our recent brief visit to Battle Creek.
Santa Fe Is building east to New Orleans and expects to, bo Into the gulf
We were more tl;a pleased and gratified at the methods, cleanliness and
metropolis within two years.
extent of your works, in the production of the food products Post inn Cereal,
Post Toast ies and Grape-Nut- s.
We need not speak of their world-wid- e
,
rep- - .
Flying in a Dream.
utation and health-givin- g
qualities, for that is already established by their
popularity.
The sensation of flying Is one of
tho earliest to appear In tho dreams
of childhood. It seems to become less
frequent after mlddlo age. Beaunis
Vc assure you of our hearty
states that In his caso It ceased at tho
in your behalf and our lest
ago of 50. It Is sometimes the lust
wishes for your continued success.
sensation at the moment Of death.
To rise, to full, to glldo away has
Webster Thomas Co.
M. I. Kimball A Co.
rioston, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass,
often been the last conscious senatton
Buck wood Mrlntyre & Co.
John Ciissldy Co.
Hne;nr(
Maine
recalled by those who wepmed to he
.
it
Martin it. Hall Co.
Thurston & Kingsbury
dying, but have ; afterward been
Standard Grocery Company
Murray llros. Co.
Haverhill, Mass.
brought back to life. Tlcron has noted
II. F. Lelghton A Co,
Delano Potter & Co.
this sensation at tho moment of death
Kldrldge linker Co.
Tllnko-t'iirtCo.
In a number of cases, usually accom.Silas Pelrce & Co., Ltd
Stoneman A Grossman
Providence, It. 1.
panied by a sense of well being. The
Chns. K. Moody & Co.
Alexander Urns,
cases ho describe' wero mostly tuberWilliam Stearns & Co.
Manhattan Whol. Groc. Co.
ltoyd Dalton & Co.
II. I'll nk A Son
culous and Included Individuals of both
&
Co.
J. W. Huberts
Aldrlch Kldredgc Co.
sexes' and with atheistic as well as re
Ilaln Hrothers Co.
ltrowncll & Field Co.
ligious beliefs.
Kmplre Grocery Co.
H. Millwoods Sons Co.
In all the last senatlon to which
Savllle, Somes & Co.
Hubert F. Owens
llrockton, Muss.
expression was given was one of fly
ii
K. C. Hall Co.
F. AI. Illll Co.
ing, of moving upward. In some death
Co.
The Twltchcll-ehnmpllFuller Holwny Co.
Augusta, Mnlnn
was peaceful, in others painful. In
C. II. Smith & ltro.
Allen Slude On,
Fall Itlver, Mass.
.
one case a girl died clasping the Iron
,,
Haskell, Adams A Co.
National Whol, Groc. Co.
bars of the bed, In horror of being
O. A. King A Co.
Springfield Whnl. Groc. Co.
Springfield, Mass.
Worcester,
Mass
,,
borne upward.
Co.
The
Sturtevant Merrick Co.
,
('has. R. Ilrown
Co.
Pleron associates this sensation with
Johnson A Kettell Co.
H. Alseriberg
H, S. Alelcher Co.
A Son
Portland, Maine
thi similar sensation of rising and
'
terry L'oilgn Co.
Conant rutrlck & Co.
Newburyport. Mass.
floating In dreams und with that of
Hewitt Grocery Co.
Chns. McLaughlin Co.
Iliattlcboro, VI,
moving upward and resting on the air
C. A. Weston Co.
Silas l'ciree A Co., Ltd.
Portsmouth, N. H.
experienced by persons ln the ecstatic
Co.
Wllllnrd 11. Face
Tho Twltcholl-ChnmpllLynn, Mass.
state. In all thefco cases alike life Is
T, M. Hill A Co.
Co.
The Thompson-Hal- l
Lowell,
being concentrate In the brain and
K. V. Pitts A Co.
"
Steadmun, Hawkes Co.
Qulncy,
central organs, while the outlying dis'
Jiiiues P. Galligan Co.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney
Taunton,
tricts of the body are becoming numb
Co.
Henry W. Parker
J.
N.
Donndl
a
Manchester,
It.
and dead.
Rockland, Mass.
Lot It. Hates
New Hedford, Mass.
John Itird Co.
Dream flight, it necessary to note.
i
ti
i,
Woonsocket, It. I,
Win. V. Potter A Co.
Woonsocket Wl'.'d. Oroc Co.
Is not usually the sustained flight of a
Silas pelrce A Co., Ltd.
Wales A Smith Hakery Co.
bird or an Insect, and the dreamer
Fllchburg, Mass
rarely or never Imagines thst he Is
Keene, N. H.
The Holbrook Mursha'l Co.
Tho Holbrook Grocery Co.
Nashua, N. II.
high
borne
Into the air. Hutchinson
'
Iviwrence, Mass.
Caleb II. Marshall Co.
Kimball Bros.
states that of all those whom ho has
OrrMScy, Dock hum A Co., Inc.
Murray Pros. Co,
Salem, Mass.
ahked about the matter, "hardly one
Newport Paper A Groc. Co.
Geo. H. Hadley & Co.
Newport, It. I.
has ever known himself to make any
Montpeller Grocery Co.
Montpeller, Vt.
Currier Todd Co.
nigh nights in his dreams. One almost always flies low, with a skim
ming manner, slightly, but only slightA few score of Wholesale Grocers from other sections have honored us with a visit and have
ly, above the heads of pedestrians."
Heaunis from hi own experience
written kind words which we treasure.
describes a typical kind of dream
nignt as a series or light bounds at
one or two yards abovo the earth,
This space would not contain them all, hi we thought best to speak only of New iCngland in
each hound clearing from ten to
twenty yards, the dream being accom
this announcement.
panied by a delicious
sensation of
ease and movement ns well as a live
Generally wc follow a testimonial with "Name sent by Postuin Co."
ly satisfaction at being able to solve
the problem of aerial locomotion bv
In this case it is not necessary.
j
virtue of superior organisation alone.
Ltrcnrilo Hearn somewhat similarly describes In his "Hhadowlnirs" n
typical and frequent dream of Ms
own as a series of bounds In long, parabolic curves, rising to a height of
somoi twenty-fiv- e
feet, nnd always ac
companied by the sense that a new
power hml been revealed which for
ten-tc.tl-

The Feeders
of NewEeglasidl

"There's a Reason"

.

ls

Then "aren't people curious here?
she laughingly asked, "why traveling
like this I expect to attract a certain
amount of notice but Its been a bit
more thnn usual tonight. No I don't
"
like It
but
After more of the bright Inconsequential thoroughly delightful conversation tho lady ln black gave this Information and no more.

w

Terra Cotta Works lWruml.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Fire tonight destroyed the twenty acre four story
building of the Northwestern Term
Cotta works.' The damage was

13,1911.
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"There's a Reason"
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
'
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bet the band. Little howls of cu
tard, humbl thouith they seem, help
enrich the fellow selling pure ice
cream. Little rocks and boulders,
little chunks of slate, make the coal
man e fortune something very great,
Little ads. well written, printed nk
and neat, give the Joyful merchanta
place on Easy street. Weatern Pub
lisher.

MORNING JOURNAL.

FRIDAY, JANUARY

13, 191T.'1

you,'

he complains, 'you made one
mistake. I told )ou that the snake
was twenty feet long and you had it
only ten feet long. " We are sorry
for this, but the error was unavoid-

contemplating matrimony would list
en to some of the divorce proceed
ings, he would probably change hi
mind and go out and play football."
His hearer laughed but A married
(Off trial tlrwv
Malm)
friend thought it about time to take
by lb
able.
We were very much crowded the flippant man to task.
Backache resulting from weak
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
"It I all right for you to talk about
for s.nace when we used the story
kidneys, a bad cold or other cause,
danger
matrimony."
the
he
ald,
of
PrMia.M
and we had to cut everything down. "but marriage,
t. A. MACPHERKON
let me tell you. 1 a usually renders the sufferer unfit
JAMK a BLACK
IHB1B EdltnC
JOHNSOM
Kdllor
A man can learn
liberal
IANA
for work and often results in pereducation.
Ther was something rotten In a lot from his wife."
W. A. KELEHER
Clif Bailor
manent disability.
E. a KATES..
idtutlUll Xtuiar
Denmark. A former minister of Jus"No doubt of that" was the quick
"I suffered for years "with 'my
response of the happy bachelor.
THE HAK.MOXY SPECIAL.
tice confesses to the theft of
C. I. AM.RM,
"Many a man, a':"r a year or so of back, or kidney trouble, and have
SftO.OQO.
Mamactta BoUdiac, CfcJmf, Di.
marriage, can sew on button and tried a number of remedies from
It is good news to Albuquerqu
different physicians. More than a
Japan contemplate any hostil- darn sock like all creation."
If
harmony
special
the
that
of
the
Santa
UOAN,
ttAIJ'H R,
year ago, one of our local druggists
Fe Railroad company
coming. The ity In the Philippine It doe well,
t l.rh KW, New fwk.
induced me to try
to be Kansas believes, to have It over beM tM harmony special has proved
Entra M mwb4-1- u H.ssstur
ML. anaar M
Dr. Miles' Anti-Pai- n
something unique. It ha been dem fore General Frederick Funston ar
Pfts
I IT.
ot rnrM of March
onstrated to be a highly effective way rives.
and after using them some three
JOIKVM. I
THt
THK HtlHMVO
months I found a decided improve
IfUDIVO Mien Bl fCA! IMFK OP fc'EW of getting the people and the railThe Commercial club is not missing
THK I'MNIIPIM way together. Their interest are InMKKO. HI
ment in my kidneys, and I am glad
any bets. Another committee has
Of rilM KM"! BI.H AH rAKTt ALL THK
The sooner
to say that I hope soon to be fully
the been appointed to keep track of
TUB RK separably bound.
TIWR. AMI THK MfcTHUIHI
that
Ml K AN
rAHTV WHISJt THKf ARM people in general find out the benefit
ft
restored to health." J. P. Allbn,
KN.HT.
Albuquerque army post. It is Just a (An Open Letter to J. I. Seder, Presi
City Court, Glasgow, Ky.
of these heart to heart talk with the
well to watch th situation pretty
olbsr aapar
lntee etmiaUea thaa aafpapae
dent New Mexico Antl - Saloon
railway corporations, the better for
As
long
as pain is present in any
la New Mail, TIM ulf
la J.
League.)
closely and not let that post slide by
Metlra Imam atary 4mf la th. ysnr.
of
all concerned. We do not believe the
part
body rest is impossible
the
St.,
10,
N.
1911.
Jan.
Texlco.
on the other side while we are tieand the system becoming weakened
people In general have any real de
TERM Or Rt BW RlFTlUSl
The P.ev. J. I. Seder,
Ing
would
be
a
shoe.
It
our
rather
Dallf. Ij mall, on month
1s exposed to any form of disease to
Albuquerque, N. 1st.
a. sire to bnlt corporations Just for the nice thing for Albuquerque, and Gen
11 If. tr carrl.r, on month .......
Dear Sir and Brother: I am In rewhich the sufferer may be inclined.
it, and It Is poor business for
fun
of
araol ha a Mfhoe
eral Thomas has assured u that If ceipt of your circular entitled, "Shall
Th. Maralttf thaa
to aaf a railway corporation to seek to defy
M aeeardea
Dr. Miles' Anti-Pai- n
raUaa
Pills
the Peoplo Rule," also "To Our
we look allvo we can get It.
AaMfteaa or oppress
other paper la Mow Mata."Th
the public on which It do
County Officers." The one about the by steadying the irritated nerve
kovopapor IMrortary.
pend for support. In New Mexico
Thirty million ton of ore have been enforcement of law is all right, but I centers, make refreshing sleep posKKW MEXICO we
AlUIUltHQlI
are especloliy in need of railroads, developed at Fanta Ilita, Grant coun- am very much surprised at the stand sible, thereby enabling the body to
n
make the American
and anything which tends to a clearer ty. Fifteen hundred men ere at you
League take with reference to the recover lost strength. As a remedy
THE ajNSTITlTIOX A XI) THE mutual understanding la highly de
work, five steam shovels and eight New Mexico constitution n given in for pain of any description Dr.
PEOPLE.
airable.
Miles' Anti-Fai- n
Pills are unsurlocomotives are hauling out ore. At the
circular. I verily believe
passed.
of
bottom
up
the
at
all
going
that
the
plant
la
a
vanadium
Cutter,
The government of New Mexico,
THE IIAIIIUEII.
Sold by all druggist under a guar
at cost of $150,000. In the Mngolion opposition to. the new constitution la
any
Judge Alford W. Cooley, de
the fact that some bos.se and politiciassuring th return of th prlc
ante
being
are
In
or
"Millions of acres," ay the Imml district million
an of th minority party are working of th first box If no benefit result.
irnd under this constitution, entirely
begin
to
It
out
of
carted
the
solely
hill.
to make political thunder for
gratlon bureau secretary, "are held
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.
on the people of the slate.
own personal boosting In the
Judge Cooley'i letter appear on back from Irrigation by the territorial look really as If New Mexico's mln their
future, and I am led to believe that
eral development had Just begun.
another page. It la an argument for form of government."
the dominating Influence on thl com.
pobo
"Statehood will
the llgget
I
atatehood that Is keen At a rapier and
controlled by strong demstranded, mlttee
Thirty tourists are
ocrat. And they see a personal A- vice of Mr. J. L. Tullia, recently of
Iti keynote 1m In the foregoing ten slble help to the development of New
Mexico mine," say a leading mining he dispatches tell us. In various parts dvantage In giving all the prestige the Oklahoma, a newspaper man of many
tence.
f Europe a:id .Aula beease of th league has to the move against the years' experience and acknowledged
operator.
The people of New Mexico have
ability, who will have charge of the
of a "Tours" company. constitution.
allure
The immigration secretary' statethe power to make this constitution
you say Advocate editorial and mechanical deGranting
nil
about
that
Further news will be looked for with about the effort by the liquor Influ- partment, with the assistance of Mr.
a power for good government or bad ment 1 borne out by that of the terMerest. . The situation Is as full of ence to keep prohibition out of the Gayle Talbot, whose ability and shorteays
engineer,
who
hi
in
ritorial
government.
a when, reaching the end constitution Is correct, you do not see comings have been common property
suspense
report, that statehood
will
of this constitu
The IgnltUnc
of the continued a little further along this line. There around Artesla these seven year past.
Instalment
the
of
big
In
mean
proIrrigation
a
Increase
tion, like the celebrated "observation"
two propose to do the best they
"Raising
tory
gasp:
aloft a glit are two way for u to lose statehood The
we
can, In the fight for the material
If prohibition were put into the con
of Cap'n Cuttle, Is In the 4'ppllca-tlo- n ject construction.
There 1 no guesswork about this tering knife dripping with gore, the stitution; first, the whiskey Influence, moral and political uplift of Artesla
on't." Its power for good or III
business.
Ther are on fll batches Villain hissed between clenched teeth." would all line up with the minority and the new state, and the patronage
ilea with the people.
solicited.
party and the combined vote would be of a patriotic public
(To he continued In our next.)
The people cannot escape renponsl-blllt- y of correspondence from irrigation
ARTESIA PUBLISHING CO.
pretty certain to beat us; econd, conpromoter
mining
and
investor.
for their government through
gress Itself I not favorable to prolook for the lirw Hive.
up and
lh constitution. A good law cannot They art ready to loosen
On th package when you buy hibition. And we would take our
make th dirt fly when the territorial Foley' Honey and Tar for coughs chance there.
I'e voted down because the constituYou very adroitly say that we a
nd cold. None genuine witnout tne
tion does not ipeclflcally ordain the form of government I dispensed with.
Hen lllve. Hemember the name, Individual citizens have a number of
There 1 no sentiment about this. Foley' Honey and Tar and reject any other
law. A pernicious
piuwugo of inch
and weighty reason for object
buslneaa.
ubstltute. J.: 11. O'Klelly Co.
law cannot ) passed on the ground It I
ing to the constitution, but you do
not State your reason; very weighty
It I about time for the people of
that the constitution demands It.
logic; It is evident that the propos- To the Teoplo of Now Mexico:
The constitution leaves It with the New Mexico to tear down thl fifty-yeWhereas, the congress of the United document compare more than favbarrier and leave the way open
people, It turns over the election of
orably with the other state constitu- ed States during tho month of June,
their executive and Judicial officers for money to come In and develop
I would like to know what A. D. 1910, passed an enabling act
tions.
Congress, after long
would be gained If the same delegate which was duly signed by tho presito the people. It places the burden our resource.
were to assemUe again to make 'a dent, and became a law; nnd,
year, ha mad A breach In the wall
n
of good administration or tad
Whereas, the constitutional convenTwo 1'plKTS Better Than One.
constitution to suit everybody. They
on the people.
It gives for us, and It is up to New Mexico
A llttlo happening of a few day did their best once, nnd that best Is tion which wa provided for. In said
them every opportunity to rule them-reiv- e to do the ret. We bellev there will lnce exhume the old adage "If you equal to the best nnd superior to the enabling act has met and has framed
well. It cannot prevent them be a flood tide of ballot on January want a thing well done, do It your most of such document drawn up by a constitution for the state of New
There Were quite, a Mexico; and,
unwisely. II that will sweep away this barrier self." Thi. of course, does not refer other stntea.
from ruling themselves
W'hereas, sold constitutional conto a teak, nor for that matter to th number of delegate
that were aa
In
a
cataclysm.
There arc certain general principles
happening,
strong prohibitionists a you or I, but vention ordered that an election be
which it lays down, principles which
day of Januman, about to the delegate were all elected In a held on the twenty-firHut a business
PAlXEVIi, HIT TIU'E.
broadly govern the passage of law
start on a hurried trip Alono to tho fair and squaro election and In nearly ary, A. D. 1911. so that the qualified
the "alone" part In mind. every county or delegate district the electors of New Mexico might vote
and their administration. It cannot
It I hot pleasant to read in A lead east, (keep about
and determine whether or not they
point of
where
for
there'
contain apecltlc legislation for the ing periodical that liernullllo county he tory will stick) Bentthehi office prohibition Issue was drawn person- would adopt laid constitution; and.
ally. If not politically, and the result
conchanging
government of future
Whereas, thl i tho most Important
has the worst roads between New boy n new one with whom he had of the election represent the wishes
dition and changing population, with Tork and Los Angeles.
only the acquaintance of a few days' of the voter of New Mexico. The elec. election which has ever been held In
reser- - Hon In Curry county was fought out the territory of New Mexico, and It Is
varying sentiment.
That I what Mr. A. U Westgard, service to the ticket office for
along the line of Investigating tha desirable that every citizen have tho
Law, we are told, mu.it be right or who recently drove a Pathfinder car atlons.
office," sentiment of the delegates on the li- opportunity to cast hi vote at said
Pullman
to
Oo
down
tha
It Is not law. Specious, fallacious, gcros th continent, was compelled
ald to the boy, who wo waiting quor question, but the peoplo were election;
nothing tu say In A recently published article,
mean
Thl
Now, therefore, I, William J. Mills,
anarchistic.
pen-eyfor Instructions, "and get whipped Into line by party lenders, so
more nor less than that every man He commended highly some of tho me a section to i nicago.
m sum I do not conceive of any good that governor of the territory of New' Mexico, do hereby declare Saturday, Janthat get me a section, for I may arise from the
may be the arbiter of tho righteousroads in New Mexico and the atti- about
m about all In. anyhow, and I don t lieague making tho fight against the uary 2l8t, A. D. 1911, to be a
ness or evil of a statute. Law is the tude of the territorial administration
want t be bothered with other peo- - constitution. The time to make the holiday, and I hereby order thnt busiwill of the majority under our sys- toward good roads, but all ho could
understand?
Clet a section
le.
fight was in tho election of delegate. ness be suspended until after the close
the polls on said day.
tem of government " Tho majority say regarding our rouds whs:
Then the lad departed with grave
'!! it
The constitution has been written, of Done
at the executive office thl
will rule in the state of New Mexico. said as a mark of th luck of enter-pl!- e 88uranee that he had the order safe and If It were rejected the very game
ly stowed In hi head.
men would have to write It again. It 11th day of January A. D. 1911.
The constitution, to be In accord, as
of Iternallllo county, It has th
Witness my hand and the Great
Ho returned In a short space or would seem to me that It I a pretty
required, with the constitution of the worst roads we found on our whole
me.
poor time to holler "thief" after the Seal of the territory of New Mexico.
Ry the Governor:
United States, must assure this.
"Well, did you get tho section to dog hn been poisoned. It Is up to
tour."
WILLIAM J. MILI.S.
Granted, then, that the mtijorlty
the league to make friends Instead of
A pretty stiff
Hut Chicago?1' asked tho man.
That
Jolt.
t, taking a narrow view of statehood,
couldn
spoke
lad.
"I
the
'No,
sir."
will rule In the new state. The madon't abuse Mr. Westgard. Ho Is only
but I did the next best thing. I
Fare of the American Sailor.
and for selfish reason fighting statejority may pass any law It desires.
telling the truth and doing ua a serYou didn't go and get a drawing hood.
Inn't this self government?
vice. It Isn't pleasant to be held, up room?'' asked the man hastily, and
It is a mystery to the laymen who
Englishmen are nmazad at the libLaw, in the state of New Mexico to the country a having tho worxt with some concern.
are free, Independent American clti- eral
table the American bluejackets
you
uppers."
got
not
two
I
bow
some
sir;
can
will not lie that which some particu- roads between the Atlantic and Pa- "No.
en how It Is that
Quick curluin!
to tho unhampered, free rule of the enjoy on board their ships. All ngrce
lar asitatar thinks right. It will be
i 4c;, ii is cismy
majority at the ballot bo, and espe- that tho Hrlttsh tar Is a good deal
the expression of the majority of the Hut It Is the truth and there you
School of Matrimony.
cially
at this time when statehood worse off by comparison, such
V
people.
are optimistic enough to are.
He wo a good looking young bache hang In the balance.
American luxuries as oyster stew,
single state and the
believe that the majority of the
This Isn't the only time" that etrong steamed
'frankfurters,
sauerkraut
This ought to be a sharp little spur lor, proud of his
lessedness thereof.
people of New Mexico will pass laws to activity; a prickly little cockle burr
prohibitionists like you nnd I will
lima benns and
mo," he laugh have a chance to assert ourselves, and with bacon, creamed
matrimony
for
"No
which are right.
succotash are entirely unknown to
under the saddle which will make the ed. "Why, I heard a lawyer say once
come we have A
The
If we accept th argument of the poople "buck." Hernallllo county n a divorce case that if a bachelor after statehood
the British
of the leglHlature Just a regular latter gets plain and wholesome, but
"antls." that the people of New Mex- doesn't need to endure this MlKma.
of somewhat monotonous food.
a any tther state, nnd I know
ico cannot be trusted to elect honest So let us all take our dose of medinothing In the constitution prohibiting
One of hi stereotyped complaints
HAIR HEALTH
the legislature from handling the li- Is: "We pre always having ten and
men; that they cannot bo trusted to cine as cheerfully as poralblo and
quor question. I fear thut tho trouble brend and butter. It I always bread
pans good laws; that they cannot bo get busy on
this road proposition. We If Yon Have 8nlp or Hnlr Tronblc, with most of us is that we do not and butter." When afloat n man'
trusted to serve their constituents have made A good start and our Inare:
know what a constitution renlly la. dolly rations
Take Advantage) of Tills Offer.
of brend, one-ha- lf
One pound
honestly In public office; It will be tentions ure of th best. Hut Bitch Inand Wo want every Utile legislative pound of fresh meat, one pound of
strongly
We could not afford to so
the fault and the misfortune of the tentions, as is well known, form a
bill ever proposed, enacted, or defeat- fresh vegetables, four ounces of su'
and ed put Into our constitution.
gar, one ouiice of Jnm, tea or coffee
people.
You cannot
compel
the splendid paving material for that endorse Rexitll. "US" Hair Tonic
continue to sell It as we do, If we were
With best wishe for the success of or chocolate, condiments and
people to It good by a diminution.
thoroughfaro which leads to the re- not certain that It would do all we the
pint of spirits.
League, your personn
The constitution dues not contain a gions toured by Dante. The start Is claim It will. Should our enthusiasm al health, nnd the ADVENT
When fresh meat and frenh vegK
are
prohibition Clause, neither doe it good; but let us keep
arry us away, and Rcxnll 'S" Hnlr STATEHOOD so we will be brotiKht etables aledaynot oravailable there preand
rait
alternate
Tonic not give entire satisfaction to out from the reservation Indian class, served
forbid murder, arson, highway robmeat.
users, they would lose faith In and be enabled to rule ourselves, I
bery, suicide, or Mealing cattle.
A Prltlsh naval surgeon expresses
It
William Penn is credited with be- tho
our statements, and In conseYour very lncerely,
's
us
and
the opinion that the British
jitvi-the people, however, power to ing the first ndvertbter In America, quence, our business prestige would remain,
L. P. TAFFINDER.
diet is far too starchy and In
define and punish crimes; to make having brought a printing press to suffer.
consequence he puts on too much
girth. The Americans include fresh
Therefore, when we assure you that ARTESIA ADVOCATE
end Interpret and execute Its laws; Philadelphia In 1689, and It was
fruit In their breakfast menu, ltrlt-Is- h
to unnatur.
It preix rW.es and safeguards the mak. through
bis enthusiastic approval If your hair Is beginning
sailors rarely have fresh fruit.
any
cal
you
have
If
or
ally
out
full
SERVICES
OF
LOSES
Ing, Interpretation and execution
Jnm Is the only thing approaching it.
and use of printer' Ink that the. colrouble, Ttexnll "9$" Hair Tonic will
While the American Is naturally a
law.
ony got It first real estate boom. promptly eradicate dandruff, stimuWELL KNOWN EDITOR wiry
type of man. his food helps to
The cause of ?od government In William was wise In his generation, late hair growth and prevent premakeep him so, and at the same time
may
rest Assured
supplies him with energy and vim.
New Mexico, os in every other state, and gave an early demonstration of ture baldness, you
Advocate, one of the The menu of the P.ritlsh bluejacket,
talking
The
we
are
Artesla
what
we
know
that
will be In the hands of the. people the axiom that the Penn I mightier
live weeklies of the Pecos, ha chang- the surgeon thinks, should be thorbout.
This Is the long desired consummaoughly revised on the American plan.
than tho sword.
Hexall "3" Hair Tonic I vastly ed hands. Its announcement says:
New York Sun.
tion the control of our own governWith this Issue, the Advocate' edidifferent from other similar preparaThe uo bird of Hawaii is almost tions. We believe
ment.
that It will do torial nnd business department pass
The coiiKtltution I the foundation extinct and worth 15,000 each. This more than any other human agency into different hands than those of the
toward restoring hair growth and hair talented writer and astute political
should cause a revival of the
of our self government.
D.
Whelan. In
health. It Is not greasy and will not authority, James
song;
"I'd Leave My Happy gum the culp or hnlr or cause perm making this announcement, we, of
Don't reject self government because you don't like the shape of Home for You, Oo, Oo."
anent stnln. It I as pleasant to use course, do o with hesitancy and exIt ha been demonstrated, beyond
treme trepidation.
The company a doubt thnt Tuberolccldo. w hich i
S3 pore eold water.
Some of the stones In the foundaour faith In P.exall "J" Hair Ton reallte keenly that men of Mr. Whe-In- n
Telegraph editor should know that
tion.
breadth of thought and keen manufactured by tho Tubcrcleclde
Nat Goodwin' divorce, like the "rev. ic Is so strong that we ask you to
try
It on our osltlv guarantee that editorial foresight are seldom met In Company of 703 International Itank
THE MohKIlN V FUSION.
olutlon In Chihuahua," have only a
Angeles. California,
our money will be cheerfully re- - the southwest n) to part with him at Rulldlng, Lo
doubtful new value.
unded without question or quibble this acute stage of New Mexico's de- cure tuberculosis where there I ftt
Little drops of water poured Into
If It doe not do as we claim. Cer- velopment mean that our people shall
least three month' vitality remaining.
the milk, give the milkman's daugh-te- r
The Cleveland Plalndnaler eays: "A tainly we cen offer no stronger argu- lose sum sngo advice and a whol lot
pronounced Incurablo are today
Cac
gowns
In
reading.
two slses, prices of mighty good
lovely
To fill his
of silk. Little grain correspondent writes in to correct a ment. It comes
valley
Journalism walking testimonials to the above fact,
of sugar mingled with the sand, story printed In this paper several SO cents and fl.00. Remember you place In Peco
can obtain It only at our store. The would be Impossible, and we shall not and some of them with lens than on
mvtn swell to day ago. 'In thut souk story I sant Rexall Store. . Tli
tiiakm.ili grocer
J. II. O Rielly Co, attempt it. VV have secured th er lung remaining.
Nut Mlltt
ul 111

Morning Journal
'

"I Suffered Years

With My Back."

HFPOUT OF THE CONDITIO

OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
AIJUQIFRQIE,
AT THE CLOSE

XEW MEXICO

OF DCSIXESS JA XCAKY

7, 1911.

1

Biting Off Their

nffif,.-..Ji,t)(iu.ro-

'

HEsorncEs.
Loans and discounts
Bonds, Securities, etc
Hanking house and furniture
United States bonds
Cash and exchange

Noses to Spite

$1,758,303.63
24,064.02
42,495.90

i....

TheirFaces

Ex-Jud-

$

332.500.00
1.148,448.16

i,480,948.1C
$3,306,411.75

Total

IJAIHLITIES.
.$

Capital

200.000.liO
71,897.04
200,000.00
2,834,514.69

Surplus and profits
Circulation
Deposits

.

$3,306,411.73

Total

Anti-Saloo-

firr.t-ruim-

WISE

YAP

FRESH FOR
FRIDAY

ft

Smelts
Sand Dabs
Salmon
Barracuda
Halibut
Red Snapper
Blue Point Oysters
New York Count:

1

'

Proclamation by
the Governor

cold-blood-

ar

Tales of the Town

admin-titratio-

ftawnfc

Omsk.

Fresh Drummer fin small townl
town is so antiquated that I
you still have a town crier.
Corn tassel Yen: we hev a
crier all right It's Mr. Hay

This
guess
Ella
taown
rick

new baby.

SHOULD

HAVE

BEEN

BUSY

Usinger's Fine Sausages
Frankfurters
Leberwurst
Knackwurst
Zungenwurst
Salami
Cervelat
JUST RECEIVED
Ripe Olives in bulk

Florida Grape Fruit
Sweet Breads

st

Limes

i

FIND

ed

OUT

THEN

Anti-Saloo- n

1

.

Old Lady What aro you crylns
about, my little man?
Kid Nothln".
Old Lady Nothln!
Kid Yes. Mo teacher ast me what
1 was doln' an' I told her nothiu',
and
she laid I ought a been doln' aumthlu'
an' give me a lickin.

NATURALLY.

n

Hicks Some men never realize tlx
true value of money
Dickg Until they try to make
touch.

THE WM. FARR COMPANY
Wholesale and

retail dealer
8u?ug
For cattle and hogs
paid.
market prlres are

rreh and
specialty.

one-eigh- th

Anti-Saloo-

MffS-eK- t

Salt

Meat.

H
II

blue-Jacket-

.

Found at Last

M

-- .1

l,

'

.. L.

She How did the deal and dumb
wedding coma on?
Ho Very quietly.

A HEAL PLEASI RE.
Good bread kIvc the grenteid pl
sure of nnt!iin;' you eat, becnus "
(EltMOI.IX Is n iMiHcrful, pcntruling gives
health.
ami XEW AHSOUHEXT ( EltMIClDE
applied to llio scat of tho dlscane Here's a Loaf, (inwl Clear Thrim
through Hie iorc of tlx flculi. In that will supply you with plenty "
this alfeorptlim method new and most nutrlilvo
excellence nnd wholese"
IKiucrful germicides are used In the enjoyment, Sc a louf.
cure of Consumption, ISronclilUa, Catarrh, end Atbuin. Pook of valua-bl- n

corisof.iPTiotJ

Information ami sample bottle

ntr.E.

S. W.

DIETHICH. 220 E. Main St..
Uluutulngton, 111.

PIONEER BAKEK1
207 South First Street

;

T

THE

DR. A, WILLIAM KIRSCH, C.

S,

to
ft 8.U0; rough, $7.76 it T.SO; good
choice, heavy, $7.8uti8.a0; piss. $7.40
i S.00; bulk of sales. 87.S5 iff 7.95.
Receipts. 15.000; market
Sheep
steady. Native. $2.50114.50; western.
$2.65tf 1.4a; yearlings, $4.G0(5.75;
lambs, native, $4.75 8.55; western,
Jj.OOli 6.45.

C. P.

SCIENTICIAN AND BIOCHEMIST
Representing the Laws of Nature
Reside:nee

715 East Central

Wall Street
New York, Jan. 12, The slock
market was more or less unsettled all
day by reason of the heavy selling of
Pennsylvania shares following yesterday's announcement that the directors
had proposed to the stockholders an
's
Increase of $100,000,000 In the
capitalisation. The action of
the directors gave rise to fears that
similar steps may soon be taken by
other roads, with a resultant congestion of the securities market.
a loss
Pennsylvania sold to 125
the previous
of 3 8 points from
day's high price on a total of transactions much in excess of any recent
com-jiany-

4,

day.

.

Industrial shares were fairly steady
under the lead of United States Steel
which was affected favorably by
that, operations are soon to be
resumed at one of the corporation's
largest plants, e.s well as the decision
of the leading manufacturers to maintain existing prices.
Taking the market as a whola at
the close, price? were near the best
;
.' .
of the day.
A further recession In futures
on
cupper was show n In the London market and there nre reports of slight
price shadings here but they lacked
"

t

confirmation. It was rumortbat large exports of the metal
nre under negotiations but the day's
developments In the local copper market give no Indication of this.
The St. Paul railroad for November showed a decrease of over $750,-00- 0
In net.
The Fuget Sound division of the system showed a net Increase for the same period of $124,-00Net returns of three score representative lines for November showed a decrease In net of 5.25 per cent.
Closing stocks;
2S
Aids Chalmers, pfd
Amalgamated Copper
62
46
American Agricultural
40 14
American Beet Sugar
official
ed

0.

American
American
American
American
American
American
Ameficari'
American'

.......

Can

t

Car and Foundry

6H4

Cotton Oil
Hide and Leather, pfd
lee Securities

56
10
18
10

......

Linseed

.

.

LocomilliVc !
Smelt, and Refining..

American
American
American
American
American
Anaconda
Atchison

74

do

31
,

,

311
1

preferred

0 2 Vj

102
117
105

Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore aikl Ohio
Rcthieham Stael
llrooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
do

44

113
141
93', 4

Tobacco, --pfd
Woolen
Mining Co

29
75

.......

preferred

..

Central of New Jersey.
Chesapeake and Ohio
Chicago and Alton

'i
Mi

81
33

'3

Chicago

22

V

(Hi

45

f

Great Western
preferred
Chicago and North Western
Chicago, Mil. and St. Paul
C

C. C.

Colorado
Colorado

.

142
12414

ond St. Louis
Fuel and Iron

63
31
07

and Southern

Consolidated Gas
Corn

. .

Products

preferred
Distilleries' Securities
Erie
d"
do.

;fd
lfd

1st
2nd

:

34
150
123
67
132

(leneral Electric
Crint Northern pfd ;
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Illinoi. Centra!
I'lterborough-Mc- t
do. pfd
,
Inter Harvester
e
pfd
International Paper

19
53

115U8
M

65

Pacific

,

,.

,,

IVniisyivanla

IVopifs (ug

14 &

136

steel
preferred

31V4

Il"ik Island Co
u
nref erred
Louis and S. Fran., 2nd pfd
Uuis Southwestern
do preferred
SIoxh Sheffield
Steel and Iron
,

N)iith..in Pacific
Railway
do

J:i

preferred

25Tj,

West....

P'lc

.

,ui"d
"

mt$

uoVny

Rubber

'

'

dj;
..'$$

..v.
-

'

22
49

.'mS,

1 .'irefevrrd

i

26
61
82

preferred

l"!"n

9314
30
58
38
24
6091
49 '4

115",

fennH,,.e Copper
n,,d Paclllc
r"l''.lo. St. Louis and
o

98
17
30

.........158
31

Itn'Uhlle
do

v,

.....,...,

five-roo-

Jjij

ill.,

I

m

.........

first-clas-

......

callWIlection

re

c,

c.

8,

1- -4

l--

c.

e,

e.

-

New York Cotton

,

St. Louis Wool
Louis, Jan.

St.

ed; medium

,

23c.

.

The Metal Markets

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

School House, Dist. No. 8.
School House, Dist. No. 9.
House of Fllomeno Mora,
School House, Dist. No. 11
City Hall, Korbcr Building.
Court House.
House of Nicolas Herrera.
House of Domingo Garcia.
House, of Manuel Gonzales y
Lopez.
2(1. Office of E. II. Dunbar.
" 28. House of Manuel Garcia.
" 34. House of Sotelo Apodaca.
" 35. School House at Duranes.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
J 3.
14,
22.
23.

No. 8562.

Ella J. Graham, Plaintiff,

FOR RENT

vs.

Hugh Graham, Defendant.
d
Defendant:
To the
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you In the said
court and county by the above-naed plaintiff In which the said plain
tiff prays for an absolute divorce on
the grounds of abandonment, failure
to support and habitual drunkenness.
and further prays for the custody of
the minor children named in the said
It Is further ordered that this proc- complaint. You ere further notified
lamation be published In each of the that tinlesg you enter or cause to be
following papers,
Albuquer- entered your appearance In the Disque Morning Journal and Tribune trict Court' of tho Second
Judicial
Citizen each day for at least six dnys District In and for the county of
prior to said election, and in the fol- Bernnllllo and territory of New Mexilowing Spanish weekly paper, In th; co, p.t Albuquerque. New Mexico, on
Spanish language, at least twice be- or before the 6th day of March, 1911,
o
fore tho date of said election:
at 10 o'clock ti. m., a decree pro
Publics.
will be taken against you and
M. R. 8P RINGER,
tho relief prayed for will bo granted.
rOLICARPIO ARM I JO,
(Signed) TIK'8. K. D. MADIHSO.V,
(Seal)
County Commissioners.
(Peal)
Clerk of the District Court.
'
Attest: A. E. WALKER,
Attorneys for plaintiff are,
Probate Clerk.
MILLER & CRAIG,
Office and postofficfl at Albuquerque, N. M.
'
Feb. 3. Jan. 1
LEGAL NOTICE
Above-Name-

to-w- it:

New York, Jan.
Standard
per, dull: spot, January, Februury nnrt
March, $12,00512.10: April, $12.00fii
London, firm; spot, 55, 10s;
12.16.
futures, 56, 7s, 6d. Custom house returns show exports so far this month
of 11,765 tons. Lake copper, $12.97
electrolytic, $12.62 3
O13.00, and casting. $12.37
12.

cop-

,

2.

$4.45 0 4.55 New York;
..116 '4 $4.30 4.25 Eat St. Iouis. London,
27
spot, .13. Is, 3d.
126
New

.......107

"t.. C. C. and St.' Louls96
Uttsbnrg Coal
Pressed Steel Car
Pullman Palace Car
tailvuy steel Spring
',,;u"h'

in

Wool, unchang12.
combing and
grades,
22c;
22 23c; light, fine, 20
18 14 clothing,
IS
17c; tub washed, 20
32'A heavy, fine,

North American

'orthorn

JMTEDSajes

14

x"t'l Rys. of Mexico 2nd pfd. 37
York Central
109
y,1Ik Ontario and Western 41
Won, and Western
101

'Paeiric Mall

I

"

Iowa Central
Kansas City Southern
Pfd
65
Liu lode Gas
110
Louisville and Nashville
144
Minn., and St. Loui
26
Minn., st. P. and Sault St. .M. .133
Missouri, Kansas and. Texas.. 34
u
Pfd
64
6214
Missouri Pacific
47
National Biscuit
Niillonnl Lead
.
. i 54

....

m

dull:

Spelter,

dull:

$3.555.65

.

York; $5.40(fT5.45
Fast St. Lou-!London spot, 24, 2s, Gd.
Mexican dollars, 45c.
Sliver, 64
2;

St. TiOiils Spelter.
St. Louis, Jan. 12. Lead, dull;
spelter, steady; $5.40&5.45.

$4.-3-

5;

New York lOxehimse.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Exchange
New York, par.
.

The Livestock Market.
Chicago LIveMock.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Cattle Receipts
5,000; market steady to 10c higher.
Peeves. $ 4.80 (i 7. 10 ; Texas steers,
western rteers, $4.50fis.O0:
storkers and feeders. $175ff? B.80;
cows and heifers, $2.65 6. 40; calves,
$7.6041' 10.00.
Hogs
Receipts, 21.000; market
Light, $7.75
strcng to Se higher.
8.00; mixed, $7.75
8.00; heavy, $7.70

con-fess-

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the Probate Court.
In the Matter of the Estate of Axel
V . Tegner,
Deceased.
Notice la herebv irlven thnf ihn
final account of Mrs. A. J. Johnson,
formerly Mrs. Clara R. Tegner, administratrix of the estate of Axel V.
Tegner, deceased, has been rendered
to said court ror settlement, and that
n netltlon fur a final henrinir nml (Un
charge of said administratrix has been
rued with said account nnd that the
6th day of March, 1811, has been appointed by the court for the settle
ment or said account and hearing said
petition, at which time any person Interested in said fstate mnv nimnnr
nnd file his exception, in writing, to
said account, and contest the same.
MRS. A. J. JOHNSON,
formerly f'lnra R. Tegner,
Admlnlstrnlrl
Jan.

jf

v

Applications for (irnzltig PormlK
Notice Is hereby given that nil applications for permits to graze cattle,
horses, hogs, sheep, nnd goats within the Manzano National Forent during the season of 1911 must be filed
In my office nt Albuquerque,
on or before February 20,
1911. Full Information in, regard to
the grazing fees to be charged, and
blank forms to be used in making applications will be furnished upon request,
,

W. R. MATTOON. Supervisor.

JOHX !.. IHU MMOND,
Carpenter nnd Job Work,
Mission Furniture and other
Articles Made to Design,
1374, or Cull 803
r.ast Silver,

riiono

Cottages,

2

to

furnished or unfurnished.

6

rooms,
Apply

W. V. Klltrelle, Denver Hotel.

collages at
HKNT TWO
$10 each. See J. M. Solllfl, 115 W.
Gold avenue.
FOR RENT
furnished tent
house, 1003 N. 7th St.
dwellings.
FOR RENT Two
Modern conveniences; $20 per month,
No. 517 N. 7th St., and E. Hazeldlne.
repairs to suit tenants: no objection
Apply 62.1 Copper avc,
to children.
mornings.
dwellFOR RENT Two four-rooings; modern conveniences. $20 per
month, 517 N. 7th and East Hazel- dine; repairs to suit tenant: no objec
tion to children. Apply 3 Copper
ave., mornings.
modern brick
FOR RENT
home; well furnished; largo yard.
923 Fontli Walter, $30; water paid.
Hunsaker & Thaxton, 204 N. Gold.
FOR RENT Four room modern fur
nished bungalow. Apply 406 South

Fuit

Walter

b.

in

m

LIVESTOCK

5.--

bulls, $4.00fi15.10; calves. $3.00
8.50: western steers $4.7506.25; wtst- jern cow, $3.25i 5.00.
Hogs
Receipts, 8.000; market
strong to 5c higher. Pulk of sales,
!$7.80U 7.90; heavy, $7.85 fft 7.95; pack-er- s

New York, Jan, 12. Cotton closed
strong at net advance of frrm 8 to
13 points.

110
1514
12

inter-Marin-

.

s

68 U
32 K
27 Va
45

.

;.;

r

t:

165
29

do

m.

o,

13

Delaware and Hudson
Denver and Rio Grande

w

mm mm

c.

140

,

t.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS
pood
party
who
has
RESPONSIBLE
MONKY TO LOAN.
.,.rr. unit ftYmrl,lii .. wunt
til On rurnttur.
.....
LlUtt7 ......
Organs,
Ttorw
Flam
sheep;
band
r
of
small
Wt"n and othrr Chain).; alio an Ralarlat
lease large
and
Hoalpia.
WarnhoiiM
low
aa
aa
propgood
lis ana
shares or cash; will offer
aa sign aa 15
Loana ara quickly mad.
osition. L. D. S., Journal.
and strlutljr prlvata,
ua mouth to
Ttma
yoar given. GoikU to rraaln la four
on
end butchers. $7.80y7.8;; light.
poaattiaiiia. Our rataa ara reaauiabla. Call
ara aa bafura borrowing.
7.90.
and
$7.80
St.anuhlp
RENT
FOR
Rooms ,
Cnited States Steel
74
Urk.ta to and from all parta or th world,
Receipt. S.000; market
Sheep
TUB 1IOISKHOI.U LOAN CO TAN I,
do preferred
117
steady Muttons, $3.75 4.45; lambs,
and 4, (irnai Uiag
damn
I'tah Copper
43
KOR RENT SaUtary and tnodr
FKIVATB OFFICES.
$5.50W6.25: fed wethers and yearVirginia Carolina Chemical.... 62
rooms Rio Grande. $1 W. Central.
OPSIN UVBNlNOS.
lings, $4.001f 6.60; fed western ewe",
tCSH Waat Central Avaaaa.
Wabash
15
FCR RENT Beautiful sunny room ie
$3.504.10.
do preferred
33
new house; evrythlng new. AdWestern Maryland
50
HELP WANTED Male
dress 609 W. Lend avenue
Foley's Kidney Itemed)- - An ApWestlnghouse Klectric
. .,
5T4
preciation
room
furnished
Three
RENT
FOR
Men and boys to work at
Western Union
WANTED
73
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmlra,
for light housekeeping. 60 N. 2d
automoblllng, electricity, surveying,
Wheeling and Luke Krie
4 Vi N.
Y., writes: "I wish to express my Street.
plumbing, bricklaying. Learn in few
Lehigh Valley
175
appreciation of the great good I demonths. Make more money. Positions
Total sales for the day, 636,400 rived trom Foley's Kidney Remedy, FOR RENT Nicely furnished room secured.
Write for booklet. No ex
for light housekeeping, with do- pense.
shares.
which I used for a bad case of kidney
School of Engineering,
llondg were Irregular. Total sales, trouble. Five bottles did the work pant sleeping porch. Call at 416 N. alio v, Nat.
7th, Ixig Angeles. Cal.
most effectively and proved to mo Fourth.
par value, $2,360,000.
reliable
United States bonds were unchang- beyond doubt It Is the most
kidney medicine I have ever taken." FOR RENT Very large well furnished on call.
heated rooms, electric
Co.
ed steam
O'Rielly
J. H.
J,
light, suitable for three gentlemen. PORTRAIT AGENTS it will pay
you to correspond with mo If you
CAKO OF TH ANKS.
723 N. Second St.
Boston Closing Stocks
.
want good work. Write nt once. N.
rooms,
furlarge
Two
FORitENT
Benedict,
3:7 W. Michigan St., Chi
We take this measure t.) return our
nished for housekeeping. 617 So. cago, 111.
Allouoz
34
to each and every one of ihc Broadway.
gratitude
Amalgamated Copper
62
many kind friends who contributed
Furnished
RENT
Am. Zinc, Lead and Sm
24
In ro many ways to our comfort in the FOR
HELP WANTED
205 N. Walter St.
Female
house,
modern
13
Arizona Commercial
beloved
our
of
burial
sickness and
4
W.Central.
Apply316
Atlantic
our
feel
particular
In
one and we do
At once, competent cook.
Bos. and Corb Con. and Sil. Mg 11
gritltude to the Masonic fraternity FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished"V. WANTED
03 N. Eighth.
Apply
Mrs. O. N.
Butte Coalition
17
306
housekeeping;
modern.
for
and the order of the Eastern Star at
Marron.
45
Calumet' and Arizona
Fe.
Albuquerque and our home, Wlnslow, Santa
WANTED tllrl for general house,
500
Calumet anil Hecla
Arizona, for their acclstance and comFOR RENT Furnished room with
work. Apply 62! N. 1st St.
12 a
Centennial ".;,,'.
family; modern.
008 S.
nlso the choir and Mr. Ross of
fort;
private
s
A
WANTED
cook; good
Copper Range Con. Co
67
church.
street.
St. John's Episcopal
the
Third
wages to right person. Apply morn
11
East Butte Cop. Mine
(Signed),
Charles L. Flinn, James FOR RENT 2 rooms furnished for lugs. Mrs. Ivan Grunsfcld, 1009 W.
8
Franklin
J. Bell and family, Mrs. Louise White
housekeeping. Apply 413 N. 6th TIJeras.
6
GIroux Consolidated
and family, Mrs. F. O. Douglass, and
A competent
WANTED
maid for
St
36
Granby Consolidated
Douglass.
Louis R.
general housework;
good wages
gentlerooms
6
for
Front
RENT
Greene Cananea
FOR
1811.
Albuquerque, Jan. 12th,
Apply fur particulars
men. Cull at rear 524 W. Central. no washing.
Isle Royallo (Copper)
14
905 TIJeras ave.
6
Kerr Lake
reasonable.
Rent
kidney
For either acute or ehronlo
33
Lake Copper
disorders , for annoying and pain- FOR RENT Furnished rooms, single COOK or girl for general housework;
good wages. Apply 112 N. Walter.
19
Miami Copper
ful urinary Irregularities take Foley
or en suite. Everything modern.
4
Kidney Pills. An honest and effecLa. Salle Copper
703 West Silver.
tive medicine for kidney nnd bladder
45
Mohawk
FOR RENT 2 rooms for light housedisorders. J. H. O'Rielly Co.
18
Nevada Consolidated
keeping, in modern house; $14.00
10
NipLsMng Mines
WANTED
Plain sewing. Apply room
25
off on. All Suits at the Hub.
month. 01 N. Fourth St.
27
North Butte . . . .
28,
Westminster
Hotel.
Phone
rooms,
also 1073.
7
FOR RENT Furnished
North Lake
furnished rooms for light house38b
Old Dominion
keeping, with bnth In connection. 601
105
Osceola
W. Central.
11
Parrott (Silver and Cop.)
WANTED Miscellaneous
69
Quincy
11
Shannon
WANTED Clean cotton rugs ut a Vic
MISCELLANEOUS
a pound nt tho Journal Olflce.,
36
Superior
county
5
Min
of
Superior and Boston
The tjnderslgncd board
LADIES
or Gentlemen of good ad
Private gymnastic lessons; treat13
Superior and Pitts. Cop
commissioners of Bernalillo county,
dress ror traveling position; no
gymmassage
medical
and
In
ment
4
3
Tamarack ,
territory of New Mexico, pursuant to
204 selling; yearly contract: $25 per week;
35
U. S. Hm. Ref. and Min
the laws of tho territory, hereby call nastics. Mildred P. Sturdcvant,
salary and all necessary traveling ex
A
mo.
N.
40
do preferred
an election to be held on Saturday,
penses. Call room 7, Savoy Hotel
. 12
A. X. 1911, for
Utah Consolidated
January twenty-firs- t,
WANTED To connect your houne to
45
Utah Copper Co...
tho purpose of submitting to tha votthe main sewer, prices renftttnnhlu.
8
Winona
of
ers of said county the r;uestlon
C Fisher
Co., phono 1108.
116
Wolverine .....
whether" or not the constitution
In the Probate (Vnrt of the County HAVE A. C. lloills do your carpenter
adopted by the constitutional
of Sandoval, Territory of New' MexDesigner, builder and rt
work.
convention held in tho city of Santa
Chicago Board of Trade
ico.
Jpaircr of store, office, bank and bar
Ke, pursuant to an act of congress, enJose
of
of
Estato
the
In the Matter
fixtures, store front remodeling. 714
titled, ,"An act to enable the people
Antonio Montoya. Deceased.
deChicago, Jan. 12. Suspicion
N. Third St., phono 130S.
to
conaUMitlin
Mexico
New
a
of
form
NoTo Whom It May Concern, Take
veloped today that big holders of
l!y healthy family, 3 or 4
WANTED
Btate government und bo admi'.
tice:
wheat were surreptitously selling out and
furnished rooms In 4th Ward for
footon
equal
an
union
That Candldo O, Gonzales, as nd light housekeeping.
as much as tho market would stand. ted into .the
Address J. (. (.
ing with the original states; and to mlnlntralor with the will annexed of
In consequence, prices closed at a net enable
cure Journal, or phone in,"i(i.
people
to
Arizona
of
form
the
Montoya,
Antonio
of
Jose
estate
tho
All
decline of 2 to 8 to
a
and state government deceased, has filed his final account WANTED To purchase small tie
other loading staples, too, finished andconstitution
tahllshed business, not over $2,000
Into the union 'on an in the Probate Court of Sandoval
admitted
be
to
under equal footing with
Corn
lower.
the original states," county, and all persons nre hereby Owners direct no agents. Address
to
O
last night: oats off
said election to be held nt each of tho notified that the matter has been set K. H. II., care Morning Journal.
and hogs products down 5 to 22
voting precincts In said county, at tho for hearing at Bernalillo, the county WANTED
a
rooms
or
furnished
May wheat ranged from $1.01 S
polling places hereinafter provided sent of said county, on tho 6th day of small furnished house, convenient t
figures
showto $1.02
with latest
quesfor, for the submission of said
March, A. D. 1911, at 10 o'clock n. Santa Fe shops, for family of
1.01
ing a drop of
at $1.01 8
tion.
exchanged.
Address 11
m nnd should any person have obThe ballots to be used at said elec- jections to make to said account, said M. S., care Journal.
May corn after fluctuating between
in English and objections must be filed thereto on
tion to read both
50
ended the day Spanish
and 60
the Constitution" und or before said date. The vouchers
50
Cash "Against "For
off at 60
the Constitution," respect- are on file with the account.
WANTED
Boarders
corn was steady. No. 2 yellow finishively.
Witness the hand and seal of the
ed at 4848
polling
places
In
The
tho several Probate Court of Sandoval county the WANTED
A
May oats varied from 35 to 35
limited number of
precincts will be as follows,
2nd dnv of January, A. D. 1911.
table boarders in private family.
closing net lower at 35(fi33
Polling
No.
Place.
MONTOYA,
Centrally
M.
located.
Phono 342,
ALFREDO
Tuckers and stock yards traders Pet. 1. School House, District No. 1.
WANTED-BoarderClerk of Sandoval County,
and roomers ill
Probate
had provisions for sale In plenty nil
"
2. School House, Pist. No. 48.
Territory of New Mexico.
family,
Strictly
modern,
private
day. Final results were to leave pork
" 3. School House, Dist. No. 3.
Jan,
No sick. 601 S. Broadway or phone
15e to less costly than twenty-fou- r
"
4. House of Qulrino Espalin.
1503.
hours previous,; lard off at 10 13
" 6. House of T. A. Ciurnle.
NOTK'K OF SI IT.
und ribs 6 to 7
" 6. School House, Dist. No. (i..
Territory
of
In thn District Court.
" 7. House of Jesus Garcia.
New Mexico, County of Bernalillo
FOR RENT
Dwellings
1- -8

204
29
104'A
.2G8(ai2S0
25

READ

Kansas Cilj l.lct(x k.
Kansas City, Jan. 12. Cattle Receipts, 6,000; including 300 southerns;
market strong to 10c higher. Native
steers. $5,254? 6.75; southern steers,
$4.75(16.25;
southern cows,. $3.25
5.00; native cows and heifers, $3.00 S?
8.15; storkers and feeders, $4.50 ft

l.era-tofo-

104

Steel Foundries
Sugar Refining
Tel and Tel

lit

JGfOTjCES

39

preferred

do

'

ll

riiiminr inn nmimrnnr
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VywKIi hiB-r- ls
classified
WANTED Pianos, household goods. J1.2b i'Kli
11s papers
in (lie
etc., etored safely at reasonable U. ads. In a leadlist.
The Dake AdS. Send for
rates.
Advances made. Phone 640.
Los
The Security Warehouse and Improve vertising Agency, 4S2 S. Main St., raoAngeles, or 12 Ueary St., San l
ment
entice, rooms a and 4, clsco.
Giant block, Third streot and Central avenue.

o.

FOR SALE

Real

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Estate

ASSAYERS
lot In the swell West End (Pe- - W JENKS
rea addition) which Is posted with my
Aayer.
sign board can bo bought for $5 a Mining and Metallurgical Engineer,
month. Some choice ones left. Sale
fi09 West Fruit Avenue,
will soon close.
Investigate.
J. B. poatofflce Box 173, or st office of It.
Purg, owner, 215 W. Gold avenue.
H. Kent. 112 South Third Street.
Phone 67 8.
ANT

ATTORNEYS
It. W. D. PRYAN- Attorney-at-Ijithree ntory brick Office In
National Rank llulld- Ftrt
145x18
It., ute floor,
lnr, Albuquerque, N M. '
steel celling, well rented, located In
good Illinois city of 11,000, nnd on JOHN W. WILSON
Altorncy-al-Lnmain business street. Value $18,000
'
Cromwell Bldg.
Rooms
Will exchange for land In this vallev,
Res. Phone 1457.
Office Plume 117S
V
either Improved ir unimproved.

EXCHANGE,
FR
building,

2

1

:

(;!:ougk1j7k uh'K

pay some cash difference.
McCl.l tiM AN A DEXTF.R.
SID West Central.
Phone 411.

Rooms

.

Attorney.
Stern Block.

Albuquerque.

American Surety Bond.
FOR SALE

acres.

Irrigated farms,

A Montoya,

to 200

1

DENTISTS

108 S. Srd.

100 acre Improved farm, DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
mites from town; $100 por acre. Rooms
Barnett Building. FhoM
A. Montoya, 108 8. 3rd.
744. Appointments made by mall.
FOR SALE or exchange fur ranch
or city property, 110 acre Oklaho PhWcIANS ANDSliRQEONS
ma farm. Box 10 Journal.

FOR SALE
4

3,

A. O. SUORTKL,

Half Interest in hest
paying business In Albuquerque;
t,
small
Address
investment.
Rooms
Journal.

M. T.

Practice Limited to
Tuberculosis.
Hours: 10 to It.
State Nat'MlaiiRlrtir.
SOLOMON lu 1VVRTON, M. II.
Physician and Burgeom
Suite . Barnott Bldg--.

ECU HALE

yf

l
f
01 it
S A L E T w onli
lots on Mich St.. 1'IHI cnsli. fur ri
few days only. W. P. Metcalf, 321
ARTHUR E. WALKER
coin ave.
FOR SALE The following proper-tic- s Fire Insurance.
Secretnrj Vnlnal
Building
Phone USA,
must be sold at once:
4011 South Arno Street.
StT4 Wf.t Central Avenno.
1010 North Second slreel.
112 West Murble avenue.

Foil

rTu-ve-

1

1

BALDRI DG

E

North First street.
Lumber company.
look them over und make, an offer
on any one or all.
Will consider a
Paints, Glass, Cement, Rooftrade for teams, auto or ranch property as part payment, but they must ing and Builder's siionlies.
bo sold at some price.
901

HUNSAKER

FOR SALE

DAILY M A I ff f F.H V IC 10 A NT STAOH
For the famous Hot Springs of
Jemei, N. M. Leave Albuquerque P,
O. every morning at S a. m, 'Tickets
sold at Valo Bros., 307 North First
St. GAV1NO UARCIA. proprietor and
mall contractor. V. O. Box 64, 1301

& THAXTON,
204 W. Gold.

Miscellaneous

S. Arnnj

p. in.
Call after
FOR SALE Five passenger touring
auto, fully equipped with top, wind
shield, tqiodornc tcr, lamps, etc., In Acondition; leaving town reason for
selling; it's u bargain, B01 W. Cen
tral.
FOR SALE One gentle horse, Jer
sey cow, fresh; the best in the val
ley; one pulr young mules.
John
Mann.
KOR SALE
One horse Wngner mo
tor, nearly new. Can be seen at

High.

-l

1010 S.

Amo.

FOR SALIC Furniture, mission stylo,
brand new; enough to furnish small
homo complete. Apply W. W., Morning Journal.
FO R

ALK

Apply 220

fixtures, cheap.
W. Central.
Cheap, riding and driv
Store

FOR SALE
ing pony. 724 S. Second.
FOR SALE Two Phllo Incubators;
good condition, hutch well, Address
A, L. W
Agiido, N.AL
FOR KALE Furniture of
including range, linoleum, iron crib,
sewing mm lilne; house for rent. Call
evenings.
L"il South Broadway.
FOR HALE A piano; good condition.
Address P. O. Box 194.
FOR HALE- Jersey cow, giving seven
quarts; leaving town; no sick: first
heck for $70 takes her. Phono ifi.
KOR
HALE Medium sized safe.
Apply 023 W. Copper.
FOR SALE Furniture of six room
house, practically new; half mis
sion: no sic!;. 210 fl. Walter
FOR SALE CHEAP
An Edison talk
ing machine,
worth J40, almost
(!I5) records. Apnew, and thirty-fiv- e
ply Edison, care Journal.
FOR BALE Cheap, buggy, harness,
and very gentle horse; especially
good out fit for ladv. children or party
hero for their health. 8. E. Eochl,
837 South Broadway.
,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES'
I'Oll HALE
to urgent business Interests necessitating my leaving A Piiiniierquo, 1 offer fur
sale, kheiip for cash, my
Interest in Hotel Crulgo, no
better paying business In Albuquerque, today. Investigate at
J. A. WOOD.
once.
Owing

St.

ono-hn-

Six-roo-

u

J

Hudson for Signs
Wall Paper
HUDSON

Fourth

fop

Street and

Picture

Framct

Copper Avi

Try a Morning Journal Wnnt Ad

MP M

n

ii

SIIF
H,
HtVtH KM0WN IB
A

NT,IM

IMfiii

lr II.IM

N.r

theln

hfev

ftir

Willi

FRENCH FEWflLE

RILLS.

S(TrRi.wtip MVTRl'41f'.H.

s,iri Biva

sn.

FAIL. StM
ur Ml,t Hprunctr't. Snt prxpl.l
III M!tiii thitiitoii IrULbi Im
l.
lUmj.l
lljuur druiiiiUI duw uul
ymit onlrla to O14
CO

tlitri,ltli''l

urTrn.

UMiTto Mtoical
ara rt,
mixwmmvL-mszsais- i
Sold In Albuqutrqut 6y the . H. O Rtilly Co,

aSWtiWtMiP

(In Effect January

.

ifttO)

WI.STROCND
Arrive
No. 1. Col. "Eipnuur
7:45p
No. J, Cal. Limited ... ,11:00a ll:le
No. 7. Men. A Cal. 1 it. . 10:BSn 11:41a
No. 9. Cal. Fast Ma,l...U:Hp It. Aim
I'lASTBOL'NP
Nil. 1. Tourist
I:C5d 4:11b
4.
No.
Chi. Ltd
t:ir.n 1:05a
g.
No.
Eastern Ex..... :4ho f:lta
No. 10. Overland Ex.,.. 8:00a
1:26
I 'I Pnwo Twin
Nn. 809. Mexico Kx.
11:10a
No. 81S. El Paso Phs..
1:80
No, 810. Kan. Cllv Chi. E:0Ka.
No. 816. Kan. City A Chi. 6:169
Hi 41 well and AmarlUo
No. 811. rCoi Val. Ex.
1:81a
No. 818. Albu. Ex
ll:40p

...

Mf

E. ...
...

J. P. JOHNSON, Agent.

lf

South John St $A.(I0, Hunsaker &
Thaxton, 204 W. Gold.
bouse in
FOR RENT
u
Highlands, nearly new, nil modern
conveniences, blue grass lawn, barn
and carriage house; splendid homo in
itooMiNfi norfcrjs rim salk
every particular; reasonabln rent. C.
$275.
One
K. II., Journal office, or 621 S 'Wal
1 3T.0.
One
street,
ter
One 14 room, I40.
O1111
J1G0O.
FOR RENT 5 room modern bouse,
1110 S. Waller St.
Phone 1030.
The abnv are good values and all
See
oottagv, are rented to good ndvnnlnge.
RENT Four-rooFOR
partly furnished. Small amount of IV. V. Flltrelle, room 18, Denver hohousework In Hen of rent. Apply at tel,
Lockhart Ranch, or phone 712.

Miscellaneous

m

BUSINESS CHANCES

STORAGE

FOR" RENT 4 room brick hoimef
new, never been occupied, nt 1410

FOR RENT

11

FOR SALE
near
hops;
cast terms.
plastered
ndobe,
stone, foundation, shingle roof, cleclrlo
lights, bum, cement walk. N. 4th St.
$8.1(1

4

--

room frame

Well built,
$1100

bunga-

$1(1110(1

low, corner lot; easy terms,
$3.50(1

.n'oom brick, modern, lot

fi0xl60, good outbuildings; near car
line.
$2,300
brick; modern
Fourth ward, near car lino.
$l,K00 5 acres of good land ad
Joining Am. Lumber Co.; good hou?u,
fruit trees.
$J.(MiO
om brick: bath, lot 78
n

Wi: LOW MONEY AT 5 PER 4 XT.
pi r annum, city or country properly.
1

HAVE HORSE will let out for Its Long tlmo nnd easy payments. Privikeep. Inquire Pearson, 400 South lege of paying off before" maturity.
nrnndwny.
Loans nirtdo everywhere, Address
non-Ons
Electric Illdn., Denver,
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad Coin.,. The Standard Home Cumpsny,
4

xl42;

H.

Broadway; terms,

MOM'.V TO UVX.
INSl'KANCK.

I'lltE
A.

FLEISCHER

III South rmrth Street
Phone 74.
Next to New lwtnfMr.
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